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Daylighting quality in buildings with curved façades 

Preface 
This is my master thesis with the subject 'daylighting quality in buildings with curved façades' . 

Finishing this thesis also means finishing my master Physics of the Built Environment. I choose this 

subject because it is not only about building physics, it also have to do with architecture and building 

technology. I think it is important in the building industry to be able to make the conneetion between 

building physics, architecture and building technology. What also makes this subject interesting to me 

is that it is a relatively new topic. I believe blob buildings or curved building elements will be applied 

more and more and by choosing this subject I hope I can contribute to this development in 

architecture . I think it is important that the users of the blob buildings are not forgotten in the design 

process, even though it is more complicated to take them into account than in 'normal' buildings. By 

writing my thesis about daylighting quality I hope to increase the realization that blob buildings are 

different from 'normal' buildings regarding the comfort of the users. 

After choosing my subject, the second decision was to write my thesis in English. After spending four 

months in Denmark for a master project I thought this would be a piece of cake. It turned out not to 

be. Reading literature in Dutch, English and German, sametimes even Spanish (although the Spanish 

literature was not that complicated, always about blob buildings) and translating everything to English 

turned out to be more difficult than I thought it would be. So I hope when you find a grammatica! or 

spelling-mistake you will forgive me, I did my best and English is just not my mother tongue. 

I would like to thank some people for their support, and since those people are all Dutch, I will write 

the following part in Dutch. 

Ten eerste wil ik dr. ir. Martine Knoop als hoofdbegeleidster bedanken omdat ze mij enthousiast heeft 

gemaakt voor dit onderwerp. Ook wil ik haar bedanken voor alle nuttige en motiverende commentaren 

en steun tijdens de momenten dat ik last had van de bij velen bekende afstudeerdip. Ten tweede wil ik 

mijn overige begeleiders, prof. dr. ir. M.H. de Wit, drs. Laurens Zonneveldt en ir. Mark Cox, bedanken 

voor al hun hulp en inspirerende opmerkingen . Mijn dank gaat ook uit naar ing . Jan Diepens, waar ik 

terecht kon met al mijn Radiance vragen en dr. Ir. Jos van Schijndel, voor zijn Matlab-hulp. 

Naast alle docenten die mij hebben geholpen tijdens mijn afstuderen, wil ik ook nog twee andere 

mensen bedanken, die direct hebben geholpen bij de tot stand koming van dit verslag: Stephanie 

Wijbrandts en Richard Sopjes, die (delen van) mijn verslag hebben nagelezen en het Engels hebben 

gecontroleerd. Ik hoop dat jullie het, ondanks dat jullie geen bouwkundige achtergrond hebben, toch 

nog een beetje interessant hebben gevonden. Mijn dank is groot! En last, but not least wil ik graag 

mijn ouders en Daan bedanken voor al hun steun tijdens mijn afstuderen, dankzij jullie heb ik dit 

bereikt! 

Irene Sopjes 

Eindhoven, January 2008 
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Samenvatting 
Het onderwerp van dit afstudeerverslag is daglichtkwaliteit in gebouwen met gekromde gevelvlakken. 

Gebouwen met gekromde gevelvlakken worden op dit moment geassocieerd met blob architectuur, 

wat beschreven wordt als een architectuurvorm waarbij opvallend veel gebruik wordt gemaakt van 

gekromde bouwdelen. De verwachting is echter dat door ontwikkelingen in materialen en 

productietechnieken (deels) gekromde gevelvlakken steeds meer zullen worden toegepast in normale 

rechthoekige gebouwen. Er is echter weinig bekend over de invloed van (de positie van) beglazing in 

gekromde gevelvlakken op het visueel comfort van de gebruiker. Dit afstudeeronderzoek heeft als doel 

om allereerst inzicht te verkrijgen in de gevolgen van de positionering van beglazing in gebouwen met 

gekromde gevelvlakken. Ten tweede is het doel om op een architectonisch acceptabele wijze om te 

gaan met helderheidsproblemen en te inventariseren wat de mogelijkheden zijn betreffende zon- en 

helderheidswering voor gekromde beglazing. 

Om inzicht te verkrijgen in de gevolgen van de positionering van beglazing in gebouwen met gekromde 

gevelvlakken is een vergelijking gemaakt van de daglichtkwaliteit in een blob gebouw en in een 

vergelijkbaar 'normaal' rechthoekig gebouw. Deze gebouwen zijn vergelijkbaar wat betreft 

vloeroppervlakte, volume en horizontale verlichtingssterkte. De eisen voor de daglichtkwaliteit zijn 

gebaseerd op een tentoonstellingsfunctie, wat voor de huidige blob gebouwen een zeer gebruikelijke 

functie is, en hebben betrekking op de daglichtverdeling in het gebouw onder een CIE bewolkte hemel, 

de mogelijke verblinding (maximale luminantie 3900 cd/m 2
), de maximale luminantieverhoudingen 

(1:30) en de verticale verlichtingssterkte. Om deze eisen te evalueren is er gebruik gemaakt van het 

simulatieprogramma Radiance. Allereerst is er een keus gemaakt betreffende het te simuleren blob 

gebouw. Vanwege het realistische ontwerp en de afmetingen is dit de BMW Bubble van ABB 

Architecten geworden (zie figuur 0.1). De afmetingen van het simulatiemodel van het rechthoekige 

gebouw zijn gebaseerd op de vloeroppervlakte en het volume van de BMW Bubble. De 

daglichtopeningen van het rechthoekig gebouw zijn vervolgens bepaald aan de hand van een Canadese 

richtlijn, waarmee een optimale daglichtconditie wordt bereikt in een rechthoekig gebouw (figuur 0.2). 

Hierna is de gemiddelde daglichtfactor voor het rechthoekige gebouw berekend in Radiance en zijn 

vervolgens de openingen in de bubble zodanig gekozen dat een vergelijkbare daglichtfactor in dit 

gebouw wordt bereikt. Het model van de bubble is te zien in figuur 0.3. 

Figuur 0.1: BMW Bubble Figuur 0.2: Model rechthoekig Figuur 0.3: Model bubble 

gebouw 

Na de simulatie is geconcludeerd dat geen van beide gebouwen duidelijk betere resultaten vertoont 

wat betreft de daglichtkwaliteit, het verschilt per gestelde eis welk gebouw als beste kan worden 

gekwalificeerd. Zo is de daglichtverdeling in de bubble beter, door de mogelijkheid dat de openingen 

onder elke hoek en in elke richting kunnen worden geplaatst. Onder een zonnige hemel vindt 

verblinding plaats op de onderzochte posities in beide gebouwen. In de posities gericht op het noorden 

vindt de verblinding plaats door reflecties op wand en vloer en op de dagkanten van de openingen, bij 
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de posities op het zuiden wordt verblinding tevens veroorzaakt door de hemel. Onder een bewolkte 

hemel vindt verblinding in de bubble plaats vanaf een verlichtingssterkte in het vrije veld van 14024 

lux en in het rechthoekige gebouw vanaf een vrije veld verlichtingssterkte van 14937 lux. De 

luminanties geven variërende resultaten, in de ene situatie is de bubble beter, in de andere situatie het 

rechthoekige gebouw. De resultaten zijn afhankelijk van de hemelcondities en het punt dat bekeken 

wordt. Ook de resultaten betreffende de luminantieverhoudingen zijn afhankelijk van de 

hemelconditie: onder een bewolkte hemel scoort de bubble beter, onder een zonnige hemel het 

rechthoekige gebouw. Maar in beide situaties wordt de eis regelmatig overschreden als gevolg van lage 

luminanties op de wand. De verticale luminantie bleek achteraf te complex om een waardevolle 

uitspraak over te doen. 

Om de problemen met verblinding in de posities met een noordelijke kijkrichting op te lossen wordt 

gesuggereerd om de absorptiefactor van de dagkanten te verhogen of om de ramen onder een 

zodanige hoek te plaatsen dat de zon de dagkanten niet direct kan verlichten. Om de problemen met 

de luminantieverhoudingen op te lossen wordt aanbevolen om de luminanties op de wand te verhogen 

met behulp van kunstlicht. Verder wordt de aanbeveling gedaan om een ontwerptooi voor architecten 

te creëren waardoor ze meer gevoel krijgen voor de invloed van de zon en hierdoor tijdens de 

ontwerpfase beter nadenken over de plaatsing van openingen en de gevolgen hiervan. 

Het tweede doel is om een oplossing te vinden voor helderheidsproblemen in gebouwen met gekromde 

glasvlakken. Hiervoor is een inventarisatie gemaakt van bestaande zon- en helderheidsweringen. Deze 

zijn verdeeld in vier groepen: buitensystemen, glassystemen, systemen in de glasspouw en 

binnensystemen. Vervolgens zijn een aantal systemen geselecteerd, vanwege hun toepasbaarheid op 

dubbelgekromd glas. Deze geselecteerde systemen zijn geëvalueerd aan de hand van zeven criteria: 

de invloed op het binnenklimaat, de aanpassingsmogelijkheden, het onderhoud, de productiemethode, 

de transmissie van licht, de kosten en de bediening van het systeem (actief of passief). Dit leidde tot 

de keuze van de meest geschikte systemen, te weten de schakelbare systemen: fotochroom, 

thermochroom, thermotroop en electrachroom glas en gaschromatische systemen. Hiervan is 

electrachroom glas gekozen om de invloed van dit systeem te evalueren door het te implementeren in 

de Radiance modellen. 

Electrachroom glas heeft een lagere transmissiefactor dan glas, zelfs in transparante toestand. 

Normaal glas heeft een transmissiefactor van 0,8, terwijl electrachroom in transparante toestand een 

transmissiefactor heeft van 0,5 en in gesloten toestand van 0, 15. Als gevolg hiervan is de 

lichttoetreding in de gebouwen aanzienlijk minder. In de situatie met normaal glas werden de 

gebouwen omschreven als goed verlicht door daglicht, terwijl deze kwalificatie in de situatie met 

electrachroom glas als matig verlicht (in transparante toestand) en donker (in gesloten toestand) 

wordt omschreven. Ondanks deze verminderde lichttoetreding blijven in een situatie met CIE bewolkte 

hemel problemen bestaan betreffende de luminantieverhoudingen. Dit wordt veroorzaakt doordat de 

luminantie op de wand ook afneemt door de verminderde lichttoetreding. 

Er wordt aanbevolen om betreffende zon- en helderheidswering in gebouwen met gekromde 

gevelvlakken een aantal zon- en helderheidswerings scenario's te ontwikkelen voor verschillende 

tijdstippen en verschillende dagen. Deze scenario's zorgen ervoor dat op een bepaald moment alleen 

die openingen voorzien worden van zon- en helderheidswering die dat daadwerkelijk nodig hebben 

i.p.v. dat alle openingen van zon- en helderheidswering voorzien worden. Aanvullend onderzoek is 

noodzakelijk voor de implementatie van dubbelgekromd glas in het productieproces van de 

verschillende zon- en helderheidsweringen. 
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Summary 
The subject of this thesis is daylighting quality in buildings with curved façades. Curved façades are 

more or less synonymous with blob architecture, which can be described as the phenomenon in 

architecture to design buildings with the outstanding use of curved façades, but it is expected that 

(partly) curved façades will get more camman in the 'normal' rectangular buildings due to 

developments in materials and production techniques. However, less is known about the influence of 

(the position of) glazing in curved façades on the visual comfort inside the room. The objective of this 

master thesis is in the first place to get an overview of the consequences of glazing in buildings with 

curved façades and in the second place to find a way to suppress brightness in an architectural 

acceptable way and to use shading systems and glare proteetion in case of curved glazing. 

To get an overview of the consequences of glazing in buildings with curved façades a comparison 

between a blob building and a camparabie 'normal' building is made based on daylighting quality. The 

buildings are camparabie regarding floor area, volume and illuminance. The daylighting quality is 

described by daylight distribution in an overcast sky situation, requirements regarding glare (3900 

cd/m2
), requirements regarding the luminanee ratio on the transition between walland window (1:30) 

and vertical illuminance. These evaluation criteria for daylighting quality are based on requirements for 

an exhibition room, which nowadays is a camman function for blob buildings. A lighting simulation 

program, Radiance, is used to get results regarding these criteria. To make the comparison, a blob 

building had to be chosen. Based on its realistic design and its dimensions the BMW bubble designed 

by ABB Architects was chosen (figure 0.1). Basedon the floor area and the volume of the BMW Bubble 

the dimensions of the rectangular building were determined. The placement of openingsin this building 

is based on a Canadian daylighting guide, which gives the opportunity to optimize the amount of 

daylight inside the building. This resulted in an average daylight factor for the rectangular building. 

Openings in the bubble were added in order to get a similar daylight factor in this building . The final 

model is shown in figure 0.3. 

Figure 0.1: BMW Bubble Figure 0.2: Model rectangular 

building 

Figure 0.3 : Model bubble 

Bath models were simulated in Radiance and this resulted in the conclusion that regarding the overall 

daylighting quality none of the buildings is significantly better than the other one. The daylight 

distribution is better in the bubble, due to the possibility of the different placement of the openings. In 

a simulation with a sunny sky with sun glare occurs in bath buildings in the compared north-facing 

viewpoints, caused by reflections on the wall, on the floor or on reveals. In the south-facing viewpoints 

glare is a lso caused by the sky. From the simulations with the overcast sky is concluded that glare wil! 

occur at a free field luminanee of 14024 lux in the bubble and of 14937 lux in the rectangular building. 

Regarding the luminances, these are variabie depending on the sky used in the simulation and the 

position of the window. None of the buildings is distinctively better in this criterion. Regarding the 
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luminanee ratios it is depending on the type of sky which building is better. In an overcast sky 

situation the luminanee ratios are lower in the bubble; in a situation with a sunny sky the rectangular 

building gives lower luminanee ratios. But in bath situations with the north-facing viewpoints the 

requirement is exceeded, due to low luminances on the wall. The vertical illuminance turned out to be 

toa complex to make a fair comparison. 

In the end some recommendations are made regarding solutions to solve the problems concerning 

daylighting quality and regarding interesting additional research. Solutions for the glare in the north

facing positions are changing the angle under which the window is placed and increasing the 

absarptien factor of the reveals. A salution for the problems concerning the luminanee ratio is to 

increase the luminances on the wall by artificial lighting. Furthermore the suggestion is done to create 

a tooi for designers to make them aware of the influence of the sun in order to make the right decision 

regarding the positioning of the openings during the design process. 

In order to find a way to suppress brightness in an architectural acceptable way in buildings with 

curved glazing an overview is made of existing glare proteetion and sun-shading systems. These 

systems are divided into four groups: external systems, glass systems, systems in the cavity of the 

glazing and internal systems. A selection of these systems was made based on their applicability to 

double curved glazing . The selected systems are judged based on seven criteria: the influence on the 

indoor climate, the adjustability of the system, maintenance, the manufacturing procedure, the light 

transmission, the casts and whether the system is active or passive. This resulted in the so called 

switchable systems being the most suitable systems for double curved glazing. Switchable systems are 

photochromic, thermochromic, thermotropie and electrochromic glass and gas-chromatic systems. Of 

these systems electrochromic glass is chosen to evaluate its influence by implementing it in the 

simuiatien models. 

Electrochromic glass has, even in a clear state, a significantly lower transmittance than normal clear 

glass. This has a transmittance of 0.8, while the transmittance of electrochromic glass is 0.5 in clear 

state and 0.15 in shaded state. This resulted in a large decrease of the amount of light entering the 

building. Where in the original situation the building was qualified in an overcast sky situation as being 

well lit by daylight, the qualification in case of clear electrochromic glass degraded to moderately lit 

and in case of shaded electrochromic glass to dark. Nevertheless, the exceeding of the luminanee 

ratios still occurred in the overcast sky situation, because the luminanee on the wall also decreased 

due to the smaller amount of light entering the building. 

The recommendations regarding glare proteetion and sun-shading in buildings with curved façades are 

to develop shading scenarios for different times and days. In these scenarios only the windows for 

which shading is necessary at that time are shaded. Concerning further research it is recommended to 

look at the implementation of double curved glass in the manufacturing procedures of glare proteetion 

and sun-shading systems. 
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1 Introduetion 

1.1 Problem statementand objectives 

The subject of my final project is daylight in buildings with curved façades . The phenomenon in 

architecture to design buildings with the outstanding use of curved façades is called blob architecture. 

Improvements in computer rnadelling techniques enabled the design of blob models with 30-design 

programs. Developments in building techniques and building materials made it possible to realise 

curved surfaces and to actually build blob buildings. Nowadays it is even possible to use curved 

glazing. However, it is unclear what the influence of (the position of) glazing in curved façades is on 

the visual comfort inside the room . These openings usually have different positions and orientations in 

the curved façade, while in traditional buildings openings are vertically of horizontally positioned and 

have the same orientation in the same façade . This results in a different visual comfort [Knoop, 2006]. 

This project will be one of the first steps in the research in the field of daylighting quality, visual 

comfort and curved façades. When using curved façades, most architects do not consider the influence 

of their design on the lighting quality inside a building; the aesthetical appearance is most important to 

them. At this moment there are no aesthetical ways to suppress brightness in case of curved glazing. 

This means the architect has to choose between the aesthetical appearance of the building and the 

visual comfort of the users of the building . Aesthetical well-considered buildings with curved façades 

are likely to have a poor visual comfort . The buildings, in which the designer or the users of the 

building tried to suppress brightness, are aesthetically less developed . To achieve a good visual 

comfort and build an aesthetical building it is necessary to find a way to suppress the brightness in an 

aesthetically acceptable way. 

This resulted in two objectives for my final project. The first one is to get an overview of the 

consequences on daylighting quality of glazing in buildings with curved façades. The different 

positioning of the glazing, compared to a normal building, will cause a different visual comfort inside a 

room, because a different and larger part of the sky is visible (see figure). Th is will be compared to the 

visual comfort in a similar ' normal' building. The second objective is to find a way to suppress 

brightness in an architectural acceptable way and to use shading systems and glare proteetion in case 

of curved glazing. 

Figure 1.1: Difference in visible partsof the sky in a rectangular building and a blob building 
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1.2 Methodology 

To achieve the objectives, the project is divided in three parts. First, there will be a literature study, 

foliowed by a study on the visual comfort in blob buildings. The third part will be a study concerning 

glare proteetion and sun-shading systems. 

The first part is a literature study concerning daylight, built blob buildings, the use of daylight openings 

in these buildings and glass and curved glazing. An investigation will take place to determine the 

optica! deformation of the view in case of curved glazing. 

The secend part is about the consequences of different positioning and use of curved glazing on the 

visual comfort in blob buildings. The first step is to find a blob building which is suitable and interesting 

to evaluate on daylighting quality. The model of this blob will be the input to Radiance, a lighting 

simuiatien program. A camparabie 'normal' building with fixed openings in walls and roof is also 

modelled to make an evaluation of the visual comfort in Radiance. The comparability of these buildings 

will be found in the same volume, the same floer area and the same illuminance. To get the same 

illuminance levels the position and the area of the openingsin the blob building have to be determined. 

Daylighting quality will be evaluated with a focus on visual comfort by looking at luminanee ratios, 

glare, uniformity and illuminance. After camparing the Radiance results, conclusions can be drawn 

about the visual comfort intheblob building. 

The third part covers the design of an architectural acceptable system to suppress the brightness for 

curved glazing. At first, there will be a survey to existing ways to suppress brightness . In this survey 

the building industry is taken into account, but also ether industries, for example the shipping industry 

or the aviation industry is looked at. These particular systems are evaluated on their applicability on 

double curved windows. The result will be a list of selected glare proteetion and sun-shading systems. 

1.3 Outfine ofthe thesis 

In chapter 2 daylight will be pointed out, in termsof basicsof daylight and daylighting quality. Chapter 

3 will teil something about blob buildings and their background. In chapter 4 the transparent building 

parts will be treated. The first part of this chapter is about glass and its background, the secend part is 

about glare proteetion and sun-shading systems. Chapter 5 will explain the set-up of the simulation, 

foliowed by the results of the simuiatien in chapter 6. And finally fellow chapter 7 with the conclusions 

and some recommendations. 
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2 Daylight 

2.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter the background of daylight is explained. The first part will discuss some of the basicsof 

daylight. The skies used for calculation will be explained and some issues about the daylight factor and 

glare will be discussed. The second part of this chapter will explain daylighting quality. 

2.2 Basics of day/ight 

The amount of daylight is different every moment and also the colour of light changes during the day. 

In order to do valid calculations about the average amount of daylight in a building, the Commission 

Internationale de I'Eclairage (CIE) developed average standard sky situations, of which three are 

mentioned here. One standard sky determined by the CIE is the CIE standard overcast sky (figure 

2.1). In this type of sky, the luminanee changes with the altitude. In the zenith the sky is three times 

as bright as in the horizon. The second sky accepted as the CIE clear sky is stated in figure 2.2 and is 

a sky which differs with the altitude as well as with the azimuth. The brightest part of this sky is 

around the sun, and opposite to the sun is the darkest part. This type of sky is developed by Kittier in 

1967. The third standard sky is the intermediate sky (figure 2.3), described by Nakamura in 1985. This 

is the most occurring variant of skies. For this type of sky Radiance is using a combination of the clear 

sky and the overcast sky [www.learn.londonmet.ac.uk/learnix]. 

Figure 2.1: Overcast sky Figure 2.2: Clear sky Figure 2.3: Intermediate sky 

The daylight factor is determined under the CIE overcast sky condition. The daylight quality in 

buildings is determined using the daylight factor. A building with a factor below 2% is qualified as a 

dark building, not well lit by daylight. A building with a daylight factor between 2% and 4% is classified 

as being moderately lit by daylight and a daylight factor above 4% qualifies a building as being well-lit 

by daylight [van Santen, 1985]. 

Glare is caused by too high luminances or an uneven distribution of luminanee in the visual field. Glare 

is distinguished in two types: discomfort glare and disability glare. Discomfort glare is causing 

annoyance, but it has no influence on the visual performance of the eye. Disability glare has a negative 

consequence concerning the visibility and visual performance. Discomfort glare might not be noticed 

immediately by occupants, with symptoms like a headache appearing aftersome time, while disability 

glare is noticed immediately [Velds, 1999; Osterhaus, 2005]. 
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2.3 Day/ighting quality 

The Dutch building decree, het Bouwbesluit, sets requirements concerning safety, health, 

practicability, energy-saving and environment in all buildings. The amount of daylight entering the 

building is one of the requirements described in het Bouwbesluit. Artiele 3.134 calls for a prescribed 

'equivalent daylighting area' (equivalente daglichtoppervlakte in Dutch), calculated according to the 

NEI\l 2057. The NEN is the Dutch standardization, prescribing norms for widespread fields. Th ere is 

some discussion about the NEN 2057 and the calculation of the equivalent daylighting area. The 

problem is that het Bouwbesluit also states the principle of equality, which means that it is possible to 

make a calculation in another way than het Bouwbesluit prescribes, if this method is proven to be 

equivalent to the official method. Concerning the equivalent daylighting area there is also an 

equivalent method, which may lead to different results than the official method [Overveld, 2005]. 

For this reason, Dutch researchers pref er to evaluate the daylighting quality in a building. Th is is a lso a 

more universa! used method. The daylighting quality consists of more parameters than just the 

amount of light entering the building. The method of the daylighting quality will also be used in this 

research. 

The demands on daylighting quality are depending on the function of the building. For example a 

hospita! requires different lighting than a factory. In this case, the buildings are chosen to be exhibition 

buildings, because this is a common function for many blob buildings. The daylighting quality in 

exhibition buildings is evaluated by the daylight distribution, the luminanee ratios, glare, and the 

vertical illuminance. 

The daylight distribution is basedon the uniformity, which is used in case of artificial lighting. It is only 

determined in case of an CIE overcast sky, because this sky gives an even light distribution while other 

skies have influence from the sun, which might cause bright spots on the surfaces. Uniformity is the 

ratio between the minimal illuminance and the average illuminance. In case of artificial lighting, the 

uniformity has to be at least 0. 7. For daylight this value is not legitimate to u se, but it is important to 

remark that there should not be too much contrast in the room and that the uniformity should not be 

too high (close to 1) because this causes a monotonous, dull room [van Santen, 1989]. 

In order to guarantee a good visibility the luminanee ratiosin the visual field should not exceed 1:30. 

Larger luminanee ratios would cause visual discomfort, because the eye would have to adapt too 

quickly. In case of windows it is important to look at the transition between window and wall [NEN 

3087; Ruck, 2000]. 

There is still a lot of research going on concerning glare. Most research is oriented towards point 

sources. Concerning daylight openings, it is known that a smal! window in a large wall causes glare as 

well as a too large window opening. Openings in the roof are in general not causing glare, unless the 

situation asks people tolook in the direction of the roof opening [van Santen, 1989]. The glare caused 

by point sourees can not be compared to glare caused by windows for two reasons. The first reason is 

that a different part of the visual field is taken by the light source. In case of windows this part is of 

such dimensions that the eye will adapt to high luminances, while the part of the visual field taken by a 

point souree is so smal! that it will not cause adaptation of the eye. This means that at a certain 

luminanee a point souree might cause glare, while a window with the same luminanee might not cause 

problems. The second reason is the human acceptance of mild glare of windows, while mild glare from 

point sourees is not accepted [Velds, 1999]. Forthese reasons evaluation methods for glare from point 
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sourees can not be applied to glare caused by windows. There are some methods, developed to 

evaluate the glare from windows, but recent research showed that these methods show a weak 

correlation between the index and the reported discomfort glare by subjects [Wienold & Christoffersen, 

2005; Osterhaus, 2005]. For this reason, glare is often examined in terms of maximum luminances. In 

this project, this value is based on research performed by Velds, concerning work behind the VDU, 

because in that situation the direction of the view is more or less similar to the direction of view of a 

person in an exhibition room. With a quarter of the people being dissatisfied, the maximum luminanee 

is 3900 cd/m2 [Velds, 1999]. 

The vertical illuminance on the walls is compared. This is to determine the amount of light falling on 

the artworks hanging on the wall. There are no strict criteria to follow in this case, so the illuminance is 

determined and compared to other illuminances. NEN-EN 12464-1:2003 describes a minimum 

illuminance of 300 lux for exhibition rooms, but the horizontal illuminance is considered instead of the 

vertical illuminance. Although natura! daylight provides a good view on the artworks, it is not always 

desirable. Too much light can cause damages to artworks, for example fading and overheating. It 

depends on the kinds of artwork how much light is allowed [Baker, 2002]. Because this is a really 

specific topic, it is not considered in the evaluation on the vertical illuminance. In this thesis is looked 

at the vertical illuminance on the wall by means of unintentional reflections and light distribution. 

To determine the daylighting quality, it is important to define positions in a room. From a certain 

position a window might be found in the visual field of a person, while two meters closer to the wall, 

this window might be out of the visual field. The visual field of a person is determined by a horizontal 

and vertical angle. There is a lot of research performed to the visual field and there are some 

differences in the outcomes. In this project, the whole visual field is of importance and the following 

field of view is used: 130° in the horizontal plane (figure 2.4 ), 65° to each si de, and 110° in the 

vertical plane (figure 2.5) [Ganslandt, 1992; Lange 1991]. 

Figure 2.4 : Horizontal visual field Figure 2.5: Vertical visual field 
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3 Blob buildings 

3.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter the development of blob architecture will be discussed, at first by pointing out the role 

of computer programs on the working methad of designers. The following part will describe 

developments in architecture, important for the origination of blob architecture. Also a few blob 

buildings will be discussed. The last part of this chapter will describe blob buildings built in the 

Netherlands. 

3.2 The ro/e of computers in the development of blob buildings 

We are living in the Digital Age, also known as the Information Age, which began in the second-half of 

the 201
h century. Early computers were the first signs of the beginning of the Digital Age in the 1940's. 

In 1980's computers became househeld appliances; the Digital Revolution was rising. Also in 

architecture and architectural design, the importance of the computer increased. Architecture 

nowadays is almast unthinkable without computers and since the mid-1990s computer programs are 

used as collaborators in the design stage to imprave the design, instead of just using computer 

programs to detail the final design. The use of a computer during the design stage results in a more 

free formed design, which is more or less similar to the increased use of curved facades in 

computational design. The virtual environment gives the opportunity to create free modelled buildings 

independent of existing production techniques. Because of this, during the first stage in computational 

modelling, the designed buildings were only virtual buildings. Production techniques at that moment 

did nat come up to the mark to actually build the free modelled buildings. Developments in building 

techniques and materials made it possible to build some of the free modelled buildings, an exceedingly 

difficult task to the structural engineer and the building supervisor and relatively expensive [Waters, 

2003]. Therefore, the first blob buildings were built with a free formed skin and a traditional 

construction. Nowadays, structural engineers and architects are trying to integrate the construction 

into the outer skin of the building, which becomes more feasible because of ongoing developments in 

materials and production techniques. This resulted in the realization of the first free formed 

constructions. 

The first computer programs used by architects are the CAD (computer-aided design) systems, used 

since the 1970s to make 2D drawings. These programs did nat influence the design stage, but allowed 

architects and designers to work taster and cheaper, because every change in the design did nat 

require a new drawing, but only a change in the existing drawing. In 1982 Autodesk, which is still a 

true industry standard, was released as the first CAD system within the economie reach of architects . 

The first 3D modelling systems were only useful for rendering mechanica! shapes; organic shapes did 

nat look real. The salution for this problem is the development of the spline-based modelling systems 

(a spline is a curved line). Surfaces looked smoother and it became possible to use more farms. An 

example of a spline-based modelling system is Maya. The next step in the development of 3D 

modelling systems is the development of the so called metaballs, which are solid spheres and 

ellipsoids. The surface of the object is defined by a tunetion with two or three variables . Rhino is a 

computer program which is based on bath NURBs (Non-Uniform Rational Bezier spline) and metaballs. 

These 3D computers systems have been refined for years and nowadays its renderings can nat be 

distinguished from reality. For this reason, these programs are also important for Hollywood 

filmmakers and special effect specialists [Waters, 2003]. 
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The term 'blob' was brought about thanks to the computer; blob means 'binary large object', which 

refers to enormous quantity of data needed to describe the model. This quantity of data is needed 

because the shape of the blob can not be defined by simple mathematica! formulas and is therefore 

described by coordinates insteadof formulas [Waters, 2003]. 

3.3 Architectural developments 

Architects always try to design the most outstanding shapes, now and in the past. Buildings have to 

attract attention by being bigger or different from its surrounding buildings. Designing and building the 

impossible is associated with progress by most architects. Building on the verge of what is possible is 

something of all times. The Egyptian pyramids, the Maya pyramids and temples and the Roman 

Pantheon are well known examples from ancient times. In the Pantheon a hole in the middle of the 

dome was made to illuminate the interior with daylight. 

Figure 3.1: Pyramid of Cheops Figure 3.2: Maya ruins Pelanque Figure 3.3: Pantheon Rome 

3.3.1 Developments in free form architecture 

Examples of outstanding designs in the early 201
h century, and the first designs indicating the rise of 

free form architecture, are the Einstein Tower by Erich Mendelsohn in Potsdam and the Tatlin Tower by 

Vladimir Tatlin. The design for this Tower in 1919, although never built, was the main design of the 

architectural movement of the constructivism in Russia, which was founded by Vladimir Tatlin 

[Margolius, 2002]. Constructivism is known for its belief in progress and its matching progressive 

designs, which could generally not be built due to technica! and financial reasons [Jorissen, 2002]. 

Figure 3.4: Einstein 

Tower 
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A well-known architect of this era is Antoni Gaudf. In the beginning, Gaudf's work was influenced by 

prevailing trends in architecture, but he was already searching for his own style. His first major 

cammission was the building of the Sagrada Familia, the church in Barcelona, which he is most known 

for nowadays. This cammission made him well-known and other projects came along, which gave 

Gaudf the opportunity to develop his style into the typical Gaudf style we know now: the combination 

of natural stanes and ceramic, decorated buildings and organically shaped buildings. One of his 

admirers was Eusebi Güell, who became his major dient. Gaudf designed among other things a 

residence, a palace and a park for Güell. Another well-known building designed by Gaudf is Casa El 

Capricho. Daylight played an important role in this building, which is one storey high, but has the 

height of a two-storey building, to make the space look bigger, and enormous windows to achieve the 

same result [Zerbst, 2005]. 

Another architect who made some outstanding designs in this period is Buckminster Fuller. One of his 

design projects is the Dymaxion House. Although only a few prototypes were built, this became one of 

his major designs due to its innovative features. A grey water system was integrated into the building, 

a new kind of shower was invented, revolving dresser drawers were designed and a rotating circular 

extrador in the roof was applied for ventilation [Pawley, 1990]. 

Figure 3.8: Dymaxion House Figure 3.9: Plan Dymaxion House 

In the second-half of the 20th century some architects developed an interest in organic and sculptural 

design. A well-known building of this period is the Guggenheim Museum in New York by Frank Lloyd 

Wright, built in 1956. Daylight is entering the building through a large round skylight in the roof of the 

cylindrical shape of the building. Also Eero Saarinen is known for his curved designs, in the TWA 

terminal Buildings at New York's JFK Airport (1962) and the gateway Arch in St. Louis (1966). This 

memorial arch is 192 metres high and is also called the Gateway to the West. Another renowned 

example of sculptural design is the roof of the Sydney Opera House, designed by J0rn Utzon. Daylight 

is entering the building in between the shells; every shell itself consists of dense materiaL 

Figure 3.10: Guggenheim Museum Figure 3.11: TWA terminal New York Figure 3.12: Sydney Opera House 
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In the late 20th century the landmark regained architectural favour and the neutrality and 

corresponding aesthetic restraint became less important in the architectural world. This resulted in 

exuberance in architectural shapes, the beginning of the blob architecture. 

Greg Lynn is one of the leading architects of digital and theoretica! blob architecture. He increased the 

involvement of computers in the world of designing and is famous for working with movie animation 

programs in order to improve his designs. He searched for a complexity in architecture without 

contradictions in the design. In his opinion complexity is one of the most important aspects in 

architecture, having a primary effect on architectural theory and design. According to Lynn "complexity 

involves the fusion of multiple and different systems into an assemblage which behaves as a 

singularity while remaining irreducible to any single simple organization." He was pleading in favour of 

an alternative system of complexity in form. This resulted in the development of new topological 

geometrie types for modelling, of which isomorphic polysurfaces are most interesting. These 

isomorphic polysurfaces became known as blob models [Lynn, 1998]. 

The first building that became known as a blob building is the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao by Frank 

0 . Gehry, built in 1997. Natural forms have always been leading in Gehry's designs, for this reason he 

is considered to be one of the faunding architects in blob architecture. His work is known for the 

colliding volumes. Gehry is an architect who is using scale-models to develop a design; after the 

development of the design he is scanning his scale models and using 3D digital design programs to 

create the final design and to think about how to build the building [Waters, 2003]. Besides the 

Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, the Experience Music Project (EMP) in Seattle (2000) and the Walt 

Disney Concert Hall in LosAngeles (2003) are well-known blob buildings. Due to its functions, daylight 

is only used in the entrances of these buildings by using vertical glass surfaces. 

Figure 3.13: Guggenheim Museum Bilbao Figure 3.14: Experience Music Project, Seattle 

A progressive architectural office is Future Systems, dealing with different kinds of experimental 

projects. One of the realized blob buildingsof Future Systems is the Lord's Media Centre on the ground 

of the Marylebone Cricket Club in 1999. This building houses the press present at a cricket match and 

has therefore one straight glazed façade, which makes it possible to have a complete view on the 

cricket field . During the design stage Future Systems was inspired by the baatbuilding industry. This 

resulted in a semi-monocoque structure, constructed of aluminium, which was built by a boatyard. 

Another landmark building designed by Future Systems is the Selfridges department store (2003) in 

Sirmingham in a zone without any architectural context. The construction consisted of a steel frame 

with a concrete skin, which made this building less complex than the Lord's Media Centre [Sudjic, 

2006]. 
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Figures 3.15: Lord's Media Centre

Marylebone Cricket Club 

Figures 3.16: Lord's Media Cent re -

Marylebone Cricket Club 

Figure 3.17: Selfridge 

department store Sirmingham 

The Kunsthaus in Graz by Peter Cook and Colin Fournier is another example of an eye-catching blob 

building. It became one of the most important buildings in terms of cultural and urban development in 

Graz. The Kunsthaus is also known as the Friendly Alien, indicating the distinctive design of the 

building and the nozzles integrated into the roof. By using north-faced daylight openings, in the shape 

of the nozzles, an even light distribution in the museum is guaranteed. The building is in contrast with 

the baroque buildingsin Graz [Bogner, 2004]. 

Figures 3.18: Nozzle of the Kunsthaus Figures 3.19: Overall-view of the Kunsthaus in Graz 

Another well-known blob building of this time is the City Hall in London by Sir Norman Foster. It is 

shaped in this way in order to reduce the energy use. This building also has a remarkable design 

regarding sunlight. It is a transparent building, which might cause difficulties with glare. Foster found a 

salution to this problem by staggering backwards every underlying floor. Besides this are Venetian 

blinds in the cavity of the glass applied for glare proteetion and sun-shading. 

Figures 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22: City Hall London 
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3.3.2 Developments in scalar constructions 

In blob architecture (double) curved surfaces are frequently used. The first double curved shape 

appearing in architecture is the dome. Due to restraints of building materials in the past, only natural 

materials as stone and wood were used, designing dornes was the only way to achieve large spans. 

Th is resulted in a lot of large buildings with domes, like the Pantheon in Rome ( 125 AD) and the Dome 

of the Santa Maria del Fiore by Brunelleschi in Florence (1436). The latter was based on Persian and 

Byzantine structures of dornes by using horizontal rings between two shells [Margolius, 2002]. 

For a long time, these dornes were the only known scalar structures, until the appearance of the 

greenhouses. Because of the development of the new materials cast iron and glass, architects and 

engineers were a bie to build green houses, among which the Palm House ( 1848) by Burton and the 

Crystal Palace (1851) by Paxton are best known. In these times, glass could only be used in plane 

surfaces, nevertheless the architects tried to create the impression of a curved surface [Margolius, 

2002]. In these greenhouses, daylight was important to create good living conditions forthetrees and 

plants inside. Mainly for this reason, glass was the only material used for the skin of greenhouses. 

Figure 3.23: Palm House Kew gardens Figure 3.24: Crystal Palace 

The next step in double curved surfaces design is the development of hypars. Hypars are hyperbalie 

paraboloid surfaces. Well-known architects in this field are the Italian architect Nervi and the Mexican 

architect Candela. Both were engineering designers, trying to make a design which is architectural and 

structural interesting. They found their challenge in scale constructions. Examples of buildings with 

hypars are Saint Mary's Cathedra! (1967) in San Francisco by Pier Luigi Nervi and Los Manantiales 

(1958) in Xochimilco (Mexico) by Felix Candela [Faber, 1965]. 

Figure 3.25: Saint Mary's Cathedra! Figure 3.26: Los Manantiales 
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3.4 8/ob buildings in the Netherlands 

In the beginning of the project, the aim was to perfarm measurements in an existing blob building. In 

order to find a suitable blob building for measurements, a list of blob buildings in the Netherlands was 

made. The other objective of this list is to state the development in blob architecture in the 

Netherlands. 

The first blob building in the Netherlands was built in 1997 and was situated in the middle of nowhere; 

it was a pavilion in the water park Neeltje Jans, situated next to the Delta Works. The water pavilion is 

divided in two parts, a freshwater and a saltwater part . Each part is designed by another architect. The 

freshwater pavilion is designed by Lars Spuybroek (NOX) and has a closed skin. In this part there is a 

continuous interaction between space and geometry, based on sensory design and existing water 

technologies. The freshwater part is designed to give the audience a new type of water experience. 

[www.noxarch.com] The saltwater pavilion is designed by Kas Oasterhuis and is also completely 

closed. The shape of the saltwater part is based on an octagonal, faceted ellipse which gradually 

transmogrifies into a guadrilateral along a three-dimensional curved path [www.oosterhuis.nl]. 

Figure 3.27 : Freshwater pavilion Figure 3.28: Saltwater pavilion 

After this first building, for some years no blob buildings were built in the Netherlands. But in 2002 it 

became evident that blob architecture had not disappeared; five new blob buildings were built: two 

pavilions on the Floriade, the city hall in Alphen aan den Rijn, a pop podium in Breda and an entrance 

building toa museum in Arnhem. 

The two pavilions on the Floriade, the world horticulture fair, were designed by Kas Oasterhuis and 

Hani Rashid (Asymptote). Kas Oasterhuis designed the pavilion for the province Noord-Holland, and it 

was meant as a temporary movie building with 360° projection. The design is based on a 3d triangular 

grid. Each element has its unique shape [Pieters, 2002]. The pavilion is currently rebuilt at the Delft 

University of Technology. The pavilion designed by Rashid was the pavilion of the community of 

Haarlemmermeer. This pavilion also has windows and a sky light, used as pool. The glass panels are 

curved by using cold deformation. Due to its unique location, it is used nowadays as a catering 

establishment. The positioning of the windows is chosen based on the spectacular view, while the sky 

light is used as an art object in the building. Due to the large openings the building is well lit by 

daylight [Veltkamp, 2002]. 
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Figure 3 .29 : Floriade pavilion Noord-Holland Figure 3 .30: Floriade pavilion Haarlemmermeer 

Another blob building with a museological function is the HollandRAMA in Arnhem, designed by 

Mecanoo. This copper boulder is the entrance of the Dutch Open Air Museum and is used to show an 

introductory movie of the buildings and objects showed in the Open Air Museum . Due to this function, 

the building has a closed skin [www.architectenweb .nl] . The POP Podium Mezz in Breda by Erick van 

Egeraat also has a closed skin, but in this building there are a few openings to light the hallways. This 

blob building is an extension of a former officer's canteen on the military campus in Breda. Together 

they make up the new pop stage in Breda. In this case, blob architecture was chosen to realize a 

contrast between the menumental appearance of the officer's canteen and the new-built extension 

[Erven, 2002]. 

Figure 3.31: HollandRAMA Figure 3.32: POP Podium Mezz 

The first blob building with an office function in the Netherlands is the City Hall in Alphen aan den Rijn, 

also designed by Erick van Egeraat. Being the first project to renovate the city centre of Alphen aan 

den Rijn, van Egeraat designed an eye-catching building. The blob part of the building has a glass 

façade in order to communicate the openness of the municipality. By using natural light, van Egeraat 

tries to strengthen the public character of the building as well as to invite visitors. The twisted part of 

the glass façade was the most difficult part of the building to design. The first wish was to use hot 

deformed glass panels in order to create a smooth change in the façade. Due to design restrictions this 

turned out to be impossible, so small smooth triangular surfaces were used to create the geometry of 

the façade [Janssen, 2002; www.eea-architects .com]. 
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Figures 3.33: City Hall Alphen aan den Rijn Figures 3.34: City Hall Alphen aan den Rijn 

In 2003 the rise of blob buildings in the Netherlands continued, three new blob buildings were built. 

Two of them were built in Amsterdam and both are serving as pavilion, the ARCAM building by René 

van Zuuk and Living Tomorrow by UN Studio. The ARCAM houses the centre of architecture of 

Amsterdam. Due to design requirements the building developed more or less into a blob building. The 

aluminium covering is a continuous surface around the building, covering walls and roof. Because of 

the smooth glass façades on the east and west side of the building and of the glass walls inside the 

building, the building is well lit by daylight [www.architectenweb.nl]. Living Tomorrow is a temporary 

pavilion, which wiJl last for five years, to show the life of the future. This resulted not only in a 

futuristic design, but the visitor is also shown how living and working wiJl be in the near future. The 

design resembles a toy robot. By following the Klein-bottie model during the design process a blob 

building was created. Although the design is supposed to be futuristic, the use of windows is based on 

traditional buildings, with fewer windows in the dornestic part of the building and more windows in the 

office part of the building [van Berkel, 2006] . 

Figure 3.35 : ARCAM Building Figure 3.36: Living Tomorrow 

A completely different blob building built in 2003 is more a sculpture than a building, because it is 

meant as a bus shelter and therefore has no indoor environment. This is the Fluid Vehicle on the bus 

station in Hoofddorp, designed by Nio Architecten. This bus shelter is made from polystyrene foam and 

polyester to create the exceptional shape [www.architectenweb.nl]. 
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Figure 3.37: Fluid Vehicle 

Aft er those two prosperous years, blob architecture faded into the background. In 2005 the Acoustic 

Barrier was the only realized blob building, and in 2006 the situation did not improve: the WWF 

Building was the only blob building built during that year. The Acoustic Barrier was designed by ONL, 

an architectural office founded by Kas Oasterhuis en Ilona Lénárd. It was built as an auto showroom 

and sound barrier next to a highway. Following from the function of being an auto showroom, the 

building is to a large extent transparent [Deerns, 2004]. 

The WWF Building, by Rau and partners, is located in the woods near Zeist. The centre of the building 

is the organically shaped entrance, which gives the building its blobby appearance. Special about this 

project is that it is the first C02 emission free building in the Netherlands. The windows in the blobby 

part are horizontal implemented [Kruit, 2006]. 

Figure 3.38: Acoustic Barrier Figure 3.39: WWF Building 

It turns out that the amount of blob buildings built in the Netherlands during a year is decreasing, 

despite continuing developments in materials which make it possible to build blob buildings. But at the 

moment, a few blob projects are in development in the Netherlands, among which the rebuilding of the 

Railway Station in Arnhem is one of the largest projects. The design is made by UN Studio. The 

integrated roofed-over transportation area connects trains, buses, taxis, parking, bicycles, offices and 

the town centre. Three different design models (V-model, Klein-bottie model and the blob-to-box 

model) did lead to the blob design of Arnhem Central [van Berkel, 2006]. 
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Figures 3.40: Computer rendering Railway Station Figures 3.41: Scale-model Railway Station Arnhem 

Arnhem 

There already are some blob buildings built in the Netherlands, none of them is suitable for performing 

measurements. Most of them are completely closed, so there is no daylight entering the building. On 

the other hand, the city hall in Alphen aan den Rijn is too transparent, there is too much daylight 

entering the building. The ones which are semi -open are nat suitable because the glass surface is 

smooth or not positioned in the right way. 

Although the amount of blob buildings annually built seems to be decreasing, blob buildings are still 

interesting because elements of blob architecture will continue to occur in architecture . This can be 

seen in the WWF building, in which the entrance is the blobby part of the building while the wings are 

designed as rectangular boxes. It can be expected that this development will continue, because it will 

get less expensive to apply such designs due to development in materials and producing techniques. 
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4 Transparent building parts 

4.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter a description will be made from the development and possibilities in glass as well as a 

description of existing glare proteetion and sun-shading systems. Glare proteetion systems are used to 

prevent glare and are only directed at suppressing light levels inside. Sun-shading systems are applied 

in order to keep out the direct sunlight, to prevent the room from warming up. 

4.2 G/ass 

4.2.1 Architectural developments 

Glass was discovered by accident about 4000 years ago in the eastern Mediterranean [McGrath & 

Frost, 1961]. In the first century BC blown glass was invented in Syria, which led to the use of glass in 

buildings. This was introduced by the Romans in Northern Europe in the first centuries AD. Main reasen 

for this to take a few centuries was that there was no need for completely closed buildings due to the 

nature of the elimate in this region. Architecture had already found a salution for rain nat to enter the 

building, while the building was lit by daylight. This can be seen in the Stoa of Attalos (figure 4.1), 

where a gallery is applied in order to prevent direct sun entering the building in the hot summers. 

A nother reasen was the difficulty of produci ng flat glass at an affordable price [Wigginton, 1996]. It 

took another 800 years for glass makers to perfect their glassmaking techniques. This led to the so 

called First Age of glass architecture took place due to the Northern European Gothic church 

architecture. The Gothic architecture designed a new structure with large openings, which made it 

necessary, due to the elimate in Northern Europe, to use glazed openings . Often stained-glass windows 

were used to illustrate the Bible to the generally illiterate visitors [McGrath & Frost, 1961]. In the 161
h 

century, the use of glass increased, it was also used in ether buildings than churches. Glass was no 

langer a material to fill the openings in the building, but became a building material itself. The glass 

surfaces became larger, as can be seen in the Town Hall in Antwerp . Glass became a matter of social 

standing; these who could afford it used glazing in their houses . The conditions inside the building 

were still poor in winter and summer, but this was less important [Wigginton, 1996]. 

Figure 4.1: Stoa of Attalos, Athens Figure 4.2: Town Hall, Antwerp 

During the Renaissance, in the 171
h century, glass developed even more into a full building material, it 

became more common. There were two types of glass: spun glass, known as crown, and blown 

cylinder glass, known as braad sheet. For this reason, also the quality of manufacture became 

important . The king even gave sole rights to produce glass for his buildings to a certain glass 

manufacturer. For example, in the end of the 171
h century, Louis XIV of France gave a glass monopoly 
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toAbraham Thevart and Louis Lucas de Nehou, who were working on the site of Chateau St. Gobain, a 

name still known in the present glass manufacturer world. They developed new ways to manufacture 

glass by using a mould. This made it possible to produce glass of all kinds of size and thickness. This 

glass was applied in the Palace of Versailles, which was built under the authority of Louis XIV. In 181
h 

century the steam engine was invented, which made it possible at the end of the 181
h century to 

produce glass at large-scale [McGrath & Frost, 1961] . 

At the same time developments in conservatory buildings were going on; the first conservatories were 

built at the end of the 161
h century. In the beginning, orangeries and winter-gardens were built, in 

order to cultivate trees with edible fruits and to over-winter plants. In the late 171
h century some 

significant changes were made in conservatories by the Dutch. In order to use passive solar energy, 

the glass surface was enlarged by using frames and by using a slope to situate the glass wall. Another 

new feature was the possibility to open the glazing in order to take the plants outside. This led to the 

type of conservatories which are most-known nowadays, because of their architectural importance: for 

example the Palm House (1848) and the Template House (1860) in the Royal Botanical Gardens in 

Kew, London and the Great Conservatory in Chatsworth ( 1836). These conservatories we re built with 

crown glass, so there was a limitation on the size of the glass panels [Wigginton, 1996]. A design 

which partly solved this problem was the design for Crystal Palace by Joseph Paxton. It was built as an 

exhibition room in Hyde Park, London in 1851. By using patent plate glass, larger glass panels were 

possible. In combination with its simple based geometry and its dimensional coordination and its 

repetition, Crystal Palace became one of the most important buildings in the development of glass in 

that period. It took advantage of the possibilities the machine age offered. Inside Crystal Palace, a 5.8 

x 3 square meter cast glass plate was showed, a piece equivalent to the largest stock size of float glass 

available nowadays. Crystal Palace was removed from Hyde Park in 1852 and rebuilt in Sydenham, 

where it burnt down in 1936 [Gympel, 1996] 

Figure 4 .3 : Temperate House, Kew Figure 4.4: Great Conservatory 

All these conservatories were a souree of inspiration for designers of warehouses, market buildings and 

railway buildings. From the middle of the 191
h century these glazed halls became popular to build, 

because of its ability to provide well-lit, covered spaces. 
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Figure 4.5: Royal Post Office, Vienna Figure 4.6: Galleria Vittorio Emmanuele II, Milan 

The popularity of the conservatories tagether with the existence of the Gothic churches resulted in the 

development of glazed walls, consisting of glass and iron or steel. These glazed walls were in the 

beginning mainly used in buildings where architecture did not really matter, such as mills and 

factories. In the middle of the 191
h century, in the time the Crystal Palace and the Palm House were 

built and became well-known and generally appreciated, the iron and glass buildings became popular 

and appeared in the city centre. For example, a large glass shop window became very attractive for 

the wealthier high street retailer. Even though the market asked for sheet glass (because of its 

possibilities in size) with the quality of crown glass, which gave the opportunity to develop a new kind 

of glass, little improvements were made in the manufactured glass [Wigginton, 1996]. The first large

scale application of iron and steel framed buildings was in Chicagoaftera fire in 1871. For this reason, 

this type of buildings became known as the Chicago School. Due to the development of the elevator, it 

became possible to design taller buildings without the disadvantage of the time and effort it would take 

to go upstairs. Because of increasing ground values it also became necessary to build taller buildings 

[Gympel, 1996]. 

Although the popularity of glass increased, for example large glass shop windows became very 

attractive for the high street retailers, and the market demanded for sheet glass with the appearance 

of crown glass, little improvements were made in the manufacturing of glass during the second half of 

the 191
h century. These improvements appeared in the beginning of the 201

h century. The American 

Window Glass Company improved braad cylinder glass by introducing machine blowing. In 1904 and 

1905 new techniques were introduced to produce sheet glass. The Belgium glassmaker Fourcault 

developed the manufacturing of sheet glass by using a 'debiteuse', using a series of rollers to push 

down vertically into the melt. At the same time in the USA the Colburn process was introduced, using 

knurled rollers to produce glass horizontally. Th is resulted in one slightly damaged surface. Production 

of plate glass improved after World War I; Bicheroux was the first who used the techniques of the 

rollers to produce plate glass, by squeezing it between those rollers befare the grinding and polishing. 

The Ford Motor Company made small impravement in the process by developing a way to continuous 

feed the glass melt and mechanizing the grinding and polishing process. Because of the small 

dimensions of glass in the automotive industry, these techniques were not immediate applicable in the 

building industry. It was Pilkington in 1938 to make these techniques available for the building 

industry. Another development in the glass industry was the accidental invention of toughened glass 

by heat-strengthening it. This made it possible to use large areas of glass and was the basis for 

developments in structural glazing after World War II [Wigginton, 1996]. 
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In the period these developments took place a cultural revolution was going on, which led to the 

thinking that glass was a necessary element in the new culture. The Cultural Revolution also led to 

new aesthetic thinking in architecture; De Stijl and the Bauhaus became popular architectural 

movements, which accelerated the impact of glass on architectural thinking. Glass was not only a 

window material any more, but became a material to build walls, an independent skin for the building . 

The Barcelona Pavilion by Mies van der Rohe in 1929 is a famous example of glass having the function 

of a wall. Another well-known architect using the possibilities of glass is Le Corbusier, for example in 

his design for the Cité de Refuge. Both architects guided architecture towards the new ambitious glass 

architecture. The transparency of glass was associated with social transparency of democracy, which 

increased its popularity even more [McGrath & Frost, 1961]. 

-- ·- .· 
• • j 

Figure 4 .7: Barcelona Pavilion, Mies van der Rohe Figure 4.8 : Cité de Refuge. Le Corbusier 

During World War II architectural developments in Europe ceased. In the USA, architecture was still 

moving; some European architects fled to the USA and tagether with American architects, they kept 

architecture vivid in the States. The skyscraper was a typical American building. Tagether with 

pavilions these buildings were crying for the use of glass. By building these large buildings with glass 

surfaces the first problems with the indoor elimate occurred. In 1947 Le Corbusier already warned an 

American Senator for the danger of building buildings with large glass façades in New Vork, but he was 

not heard: the curtain wal I became the ideal component in commercial office buildings [Wigginton, 

1996]. After World War II the popularity of the curtain wall increased, due to the available window 

area, the possibility to use the maximum office area, the flexibility of the floor arrangements and the 

cheapness. Another important factor in the development of the curtain wall was the wealth of 

commerce and industry. In the beginning, only commercial office buildings in the city were built with 

curtain walls, but after a while, the curtain wall also became popular in bank buildings and in plant 

buildings. The wealthy companies provided the money to build these buildings [McGrath, 1961]. But 

the mass production of curtain walls led to problems with this kind of façade, because constructars did 

not think about the consequences of applying a curtain wall and were applying single-glazed walls in 

order to reduce the building costs. The indoor elimate in summer as well as in winter was very poor, 

which caused high energy consumption in these buildings. The curtain wall was also prone to 

condensation and maintenance costs were high, which led to dirty façades . The oil-crisis of 1972-1973 

made people realize that the curtain wall was expensive and inappropriate and that it needed to 

change. From then on double glazing was applied in al most all buildings [Wigginton, 1996] . 
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At the beginning of the 201
h century some architects, for example Eero Saarinen, already succeeded in 

using the energy of the sun, without the disadvantages of the curtain wall. Solar houses were 

designed, using thermal capacity to imprave the indoor climate. These solar houses were considered to 

be architectural unattractive, but became the basis for the impravement of the curtain walls. A new 

kind of glass architecture came into being; architects were exploiting new techniques regarding 

environmental control, structural possibilities and material possibilities to solve the problems of the 

curtain wall. The conceptual aim and architectural attractiveness finally met the possibilities of new 

materials and environmental points of view; the overall approach to building design ca me into the 

picture. Due to the search for a salution for the problems of the curtain wall the popularity of the 

glass-covered court, glass-covered street and the atrium increased. These courts, streets and atria 

were no longerseen as extensive greenhouses, but were finally accepted as architectural forms. In the 

foltowing years the developments in the possibilities of using passive solar energy continued and the 

amount of buildings designed according to this principle increased. It also became possible to use glass 

as a structural material by applying toughened glass. At the same time the appearance of the fixing 

systems changed by different developments; the size decreased and it became possible to fix 

multilayered glass with the developed systems. Another new application was the glass block, which 

had the positive advantage of being translucent, but also affered privacy inside. Through the years 

glass kept developing and its use extended [Wigginton, 1996] . 

4.2.2 Techniques 

The chemica! composition of glass is more or less similar for two thousand years. Glass developed 

thanks to different manufacturing and processing techniques. The process of making glass is basically 

divided in three stages: melting, forming and cooling . Every glass manufacturing technique is basedon 

these three stages. In the beginning glass was made by hand techniques, using blowing or spinning. In 

1685 cast plate glass was developed. In the late 191
h century three different techniques were available 

to produce sheet glass: drawing, casting and rolling . In this period the mechanization of the process 

also became important: the first mechanically made bottie was produced. In the first half of the 201
h 

century, due to the two world wars, no developments were made to the glass-making technologies, 

only a few technica! and industrial improvements were made. After the Second World War Pilkington 

developed float glass, this created a flat and smooth glass surface due to the use of molten tin. This 

technique was commercialty developed in 1959 and soon replaced the cast plate glass. The glass

factories were fully-automated and computer-controlled. Disadvantages of the process of float glass 

were the time it took to change the outcome, for example making tinted glass, and the endlessly 

continuing process, stopping it would solidify the tin. By the current development of the short-run float 

plant the last disadvantage is rectified . The salution to the first disadvantages is the development of 

different secondary technologies, for example the development of new coating techniques [Wigginton, 

1996]. 
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4.2.3 Curved glazing 

Curved glass surfaces are available in a single curved version and double curved version. Single curved 

glazing is known as monoclastic. Double curved glass can be synclastic or anticlastic, depending on the 

direction of the curvature. In case of synclastic curved glass the curvatures have the same direction; in 

case of antidastic glass the curvatures have opposite directions. This can be observed in figure 4.9 

[Verkaik, 2003]. 

Figure 4.9: From left to right monoclastic, synclastic and anticlastic curvature 

Curved glazing can be produced by using the following production methods: cold bending, hot 

deformation and glass faunding [Vollers, 2001]. 

Freeformglass, developed by the BRS Groep, is laminated glass which can be bent at the construction 

site at ambient temperature and placed into the curved frame. It consists of tempered layers of glass, 

connected by a special kind of synthetic foil. This is called cold bended glass. This method is only 

capable of producing curved glass with a large radius [www.freeformglass.nl]. 

In case of hot deformation, flat glass is the basic product. 1t is placed above a mould with the curved 

profile and heated to a certain temperature at which the glass becomes soft, mostly between 600°C 

and 650°C. Afterwards it is cooled down slowly under controlled conditions in order to prevent it from 

internal stress. This method is only applicable in case of small curves. In case of larger curves, it is 

necessary to press the glass into the mould, which can be done by using air pressure or a press mould. 

Because the mould has to be made, this method is pretty expensive for limited editions of curved 

glazing. [Verkaik, 2003; Saint-Gobain-Giass, 2006] There is nevertheless a promising technique for 

producing reconfigurable moulds, which could also be used in this case. At this moment it is only 

available for producing products with small dimension, but the transition to the building industry is 

about to be made [Boers, 2006]. 

Glass faunding is also performed by using a mould. The glass is melted (at a temperature between 

1100°C and 1200°C) and founded into this mould. A complementary mould presses the glass into the 

original mould in order to get the predefined shape. This method is only feasible in case of large 

productions, producing a small amount of curved glass planes would cost too much [Verkaik, 2003]. 
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4.2.4 Optical distartion 

Curved glazing will not cause noticeable optical distortion in general, due to the large radius applied in 

glazing in buildings. This is stated in the following figure, where different rays through curved glazing 

are drawn [Shelby, 2005]. 

I 

\ 
Figure 4.10: Deformation of the view 
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4.3 Glare proteetion and sun-shading systems 

Although there is a difference between glare proteetion systems and sun-shading systems, all systems 

are described in the following overview. The systems are divided into four groups, depending on the 

position of the system in the glass construction: extern al systems, systems in the glass, systems in the 

cavity and internal systems. Also is examined whether a system is applicable on buildings with curved 

glazing, single curved and double curved. In some cases, the single curved glass is subdivided into 

vertically curved glass and a horizontally curved glass. The results can be found in the third column. 

Figure 4.11 

Canopy 

Figure 4.12 
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Descri tion 

Sun-shading system. 

Sunblinds are available in all 

shapes and sizes. The most 

traditional one is applied to 

houses, but applications in other 

buildings are also well-known. 

A 

Double curved glazing: it is nat 

possible to apply a sunblind. 

Vertically curved glazing: it would 

be possible to apply a sunblind, 

because the horizontal would be 

straight which makes it possible 

to attach the sunblind to the 

The fabric is usually made of façade with some adaptations to 

acrylic fibres or glass fibres. User- the hanging system. 

intervention is required 

[ Renckens, 1996]. 

Sun-shading system. 

Horizontally curved glazing: a 

sunblind can nat be used. 

The applicability of the canopy is 

similar to the applicability of the 

The canopy is similar to the sunblind. 

sunblind, with the difference that Double curved glazing: nat 

in case of the canopy bath sides possible 

arealso covered to keep out the Vertically curved glazing: possible 

sun. Canopies are mostly applied Horizontally curved glazing: nat 

to houses. This system is 

manually operated [Renckens, 

1996]. 

possible 



Sereens 

Figure 4 .14 

Venetian blinds 

Figure 4 .16 
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Glare proteetion and sun-shading The fabric of sereens will fold 

system. 

Sereens are vertically applied 

fabrics, guided downwards by 

fences. The sereens are mostly 

manually controlled [Renckens, 

1996]. 

In the Reichstag in Berlin, a blob 

building is also a screen applied. 

This is possible due to the 

symmetrie curvature of the 

building. The screen is rotating 

following the path of the sun. 

[Jenkins, 2000] 

Sun-shading system, glare 

proteetion depending on type of 

Venetian blinds. 

Venetian blinds are lamellas 

applied horizontally or vertically. 

There is a variety of types; 

Venetian blinds can be fixed or 

rotating, manual or computer

controlled, and the appearance of 

the lamellas is variabie 

[Renckens, 1996] . 

when applied to double curve 

glazing. 

With some attention to the 

positioning of the guiding fences, 

it would be possible to apply 

sereens to single curved glazing. 

In case of horizontally curved 

glazing fences might have to be 

positioned horizontal in 

combination with horizontal 

rolling screens, in order to be 

capable of using existing straight 

screens. 

Double curved glazing : movable 

blinds are not possible . 

Vertically curved glazing: 

movable blinds are possible if 

vertically guiding fences are 

added to the system . 

Horizontally curved glazing : 

movable blinds might be 

applicable when the shape is 

adjusted. 

Another type of Venetian blinds is 

a type with fixed blinds. The fixed 

blinds can be developed for every 

building, soalso single and 

double curved glazing. The 

difficulty of designing the 

Venetian blinds for double curved 

façades is the variety of the slat; 

every slat has its own shape . 
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Shutters 

Figure 4 .17 

Lattice 
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Figure 4.18 

Sun paddies 
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Sun-shading and glare-protection Due to the rotating system of the 

system. 

Shutters are the most traditional 

way to prevent the sun from 

entering the building. The 

modemistic version of the shutter 

is the roli-down shutter. The 

traditional shutter is manually 

controlled; the roli-down shutter 

can be manually as well as 

mechanically controlled 

[Renckens, 1996]. 

traditional shutters it would not 

be possible to apply this shading 

system to any kind of curved 

façade. 

The roli-down shutter might be 

applied to vertically curved 

glazing by using guiding fences . lt 

can not be applied to Horizontally 

or double curved glazing . 

Sun-shading and glare proteetion The lattice can be applied on a 

system . 

Steel or aluminium lattices or 

perforated steel or aluminium 

plates are used vertically and 

horizontally for shading. This way 

of shading determines 

appearance of the building. This 

is a fixed system and can not be 

controlled by the occupant 

[Renckens, 1996]. 

Sun-shading system. 

Sun paddies are large rotating 

lamellas, mostly installed 

vertically. Sun paddies are 

specifically designed for each 

building. The way to control the 

paddies is specific for each 

system [Renckens, 1996]. 

distance of the façade; due to this 

the shape of the façade has no 

influence on the shape of the 

lattice. But the lattice has an 

enormous influence on the 

appearance of the building, so it 

has to be questioned whether it is 

a valuable salution to the 

architect to apply a lattice. 

Due to the project bound design 

of the sun paddles, it is possible 

to apply this kind of sun-shading 

system to single and double 

curved glazing. In case of double 

curved glazing, every single 

paddie has to be unique. 
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Fi ure 4.21 

Resulting from 

architectural design 

Figure 4.22 
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Sun-shading system. 

The overhang is a fixed system, 

designed in order to diminish 

direct sunlight entering the 

building during the summer. 

During the winter sunlight can 

enter the building [Renckens, 

1996]. 

Sun-shading. 

During the design stage the 

architect can already take sun

shading into account in the 

design, as well in the orientation 

of the building as in the shape. 

The City Hall in London is a good 

example; the architect staggered 

the façade facing the south 

backwards in order to try to 

shade the underlying floor. The 

user has no influence on this way 

of sun shading [Renckens, 1996]. 

The City Hall has an additional 

sun-shading system. 

The overhang is, similar to the 

sun paddles, specifically designed 

for every project. Because of this, 

it is possible to apply the 

overhang to buildings with single 

curved glazing as well as 

buildings with double curved 

glazing. 

Since this way of sun-shading 

follows from the architectural 

design, it is possible to apply this 

system to buildings with single 

and double curved glazing. 
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Glass svstems 

Coatings 
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Figure 4.24 

Sun reflecting film 

Angular selective light 

transmitting film 
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Sun-shading system. 

Metal and metal oxide coatings 

are put on the glass to achieve 

the sun reflecting property of this 

kind of glass. The optimum effect 

is achieved when the coating only 

reflects the infrared part of the 

solar spectrum. In this case the 

visible part of the spectrum is 

transmitted, so the occupant will 

have a normal coloured view 

through the glass. This glass can 

function as a mirror from outside 

( during the day) and from inside 

(during the night). The coatings 

give the glass its particular 

colour. The disadvantage of these 

traditional coatings is the 

permanence, so there is no user

intervention possible [Renckens, 

1996]. 

Sun-shading system. 

These films are applied on the 

glass or, in case of laminar glass, 

between the glass sheets. The 

film has the same mirror function 

as a metal oxide coating. Also in 

this case the user can nat 

influence the system [Renckens, 

1996]. 

Sun-shading system. 

This film consistsof a microscopie 

laminated system, which causes 

diffusion at a certain angle of 

incidence. This means the glass 

has different properties when 

looking from a different angle or 

with a different altitude 

[Renckens, 1996; Ruck, 2000]. 

Current coating techniques make 

it possible to apply coatings to 

double and single curved glazing. 

In case of double curved glazing, 

it would nat be possible to apply 

sun reflecti ng film because it 

would fold. It is possible to apply 

this to single curved glazing. 

Due to folding problems it is nat 

possible to apply this system to 

double curved glazing. Single 

curved glazing does nat cause 

difficulties, so it is possible to 

apply this to single curved 

glazing. 



Dichroic coatings 

Figure 4.25 

Prints I Enamel coatings 

Figure 4.26 

Photochromic glass 

Figure 4.27 
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Sun-shading system. 

Layers are placed on the glass. 

Every layer has its own properties 

in order of speetral transmittance. 

Depending on the angle of 

incidence of the light, part of the 

spectrum is transmitted through 

the glass and part is reflected. 

Th is causes colouration of the 

transmitted light [Kaltenbach, 

2004; Renckens, 1996]. 

Sun-shading system. 

Next to the aesthetical funetion, 

enamel prints are silk-screen 

printed on the glass in order to 

control the sun entrance. A large 

variety of prints is possible, each 

print having its own sun and light 

shading properties [Renckens, 

1996]. 

Glare proteetion and partly sun

shading system. 

A photochromic layer, based on a 

sol-gel technique, is added to the 

glass. The glass colours to grey or 

brown when exposed toa certain 

level of light. This system is 

already applied in sunglasses. 

Applying it to larger surfaces is 

difficult due to long-term stability 

problems and high absorption 

[Renckens, 1996]. 

Similar to normal coatings, 

discussed in the preceding part, 

dichroic coatings can be applied 

to single and double curved 

glazing. 

It is possible to apply print to 

single and double curved glazing, 

although it is important to watch 

the temperature of 650°C for 

burning the enamel into the 

glass. This temperature is similar 

to the temperature needed to 

perform hot deformation in order 

to make a curved glass panel. 

Further research should take 

place todetermine the order in 

which these processes take place. 

There are different techniques to 

apply photochromic layers to the 

glass surface, of which a few are 

directly applicable to curved 

glazing. In case of other 

techniques, the heating 

temperature has to be watched. 
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Thermochromic g/ass 

Thermotropie g/ass 
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Figure 4.28 
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Sun-shading system. 

Thermochromic glass contains 

metal oxide layers of which the 

transmission properties are 

changing at a temperature of 

approximately 26°C. The result of 

this reaction is discoloration; the 

glass becomes almost opaque. 

This system is especially 

functional in the infrared part of 

the spectrum, so it brings a major 

heat reduction, but enables 

visible lighttoenter the building 

[Kaltenbach, 2004] . 

Sun-shading system 

The material on which 

thermotropie glass is based is a 

combination of two different 

polymers or two different kinds of 

plastic. At low temperatures the 

material is homogeneous and 

transparent . When it is heated 

the configuration of the polymers 

change which results in different 

diffraction of the light. The 

disadvantage of the polymer 

combination is that, due to the 

presence of water in the material, 

problems with freezing occur 

[Kaltenbach, 2004]. 

It is possible to apply metal oxide 

layers to single and double curved 

glass, so thermochromic glass is 

a possibility in case of curved 

glazing. 

It is possible to apply the 

thermotropie layers to single and 

double curved glazing. The 

material is sealed between two 

glass panes, so it is important to 

look after an equal distribution of 

the materiaL 
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Electrochromic g/ass 

1 

1 
To- liglot 

Figure 4.29 

Liquid crystals 

Glare proteetion and sun-shading Since two glass layers are used, it 

system . 

This system contains seven 

layers, of which the outer two are 

glass. When the system is live, a 

chemica! reaction takes place in 

the tungsten oxide layer, which 

causes the discoloration of the 

glass. By adjusting the electric 

potential the intensity of the 

colouring is controlled, which 

means the light transmittance of 

the glass can be adjusted 

[Kaltenbach, 2004]. 

Sun-shading system. 

is extremely important that the 

margin of error in dimensions 

between the two glass layers is 

limited. The other layers are 

added by using the sol-gel 

process, which means it is 

possible to apply electrochromic 

glass as curved glazing, both 

single curved and double curved. 

~,· 
~·-~ ':"'.;/ - Liquid crystals are found in films 

Glass producers have already 

showed that this type of glazing 

can be produced as curved glass, 

for example Cricursa with Cri

regulite and Saint-Gobain with 

Priva-Lite [Cricursa, 2005; Saint

Gobain-Giass, 2006]. 
Figure 4.30 

1'--",..,.."' situated between two glass 
t':gl 1-t _ _ ,__I plates. The crystals can be 

activated by turning on the 

power, which makes the system 

transparent. When the power is 

turned off, the glass is 

translucent. Liquid crystals 

systems can be used at 

temperatures of -40 till 40°C, 

which means that they can not be 

used as external construction, 

because temperatures may 

exceed the temperature of 40°C 

[Kaltenbach, 2004]. 

Gas-chromatic systems Glare proteetion and sun-shading Since electrochromic systems can 

system. be applied to curved glazing, it is 

also possible to apply gas-

These systems are based on the 

electrochromic systems. The 

cavity is filled with a gas which 

reacts with the tungsten oxide 

layer and the platinum layer on 

the glass. In this way the 

discoloration of the glass is 

achieved [ Kaltenbach, 2004]. 

chromatic systems to single and 

double curved glazing. 
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S stems in the cavit 

Venetian blinds 

Sereens 

Fi ure 4.31 

Reflecting profiles 

Fi ure 4.32 

Diaphragms 

Figure 4.33 
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Glare proteetion and sun-shading 

system. 

The Venetian blinds are 

positioned in a closed cavity. The 

biggest advantage is the dust

free position of the lamellas. Like 

the outdoor variant, the Venetian 

blinds in the cavity are applicable 

as a movable and a fixed system 

[Renckens, 1996]. 

Glare proteetion system. 

This is a similar system as the 

Venetian blinds in the cavity, 

offering the opportunity to the 

user to determine the shading 

situation [Renckens, 1996]. 

Sun-shading system. 

In case of double curved glazing, 

movable blinds are not possible to 

apply; fixed blinds are possible, if 

every slat has a unique shape. 

It is possible to use fixed and 

movable Venetian blinds in case 

of single curved glazing, with 

some adaptations to guiding 

fences or shape. 

Problems with folding will occur in 

cause of a double curvature, so it 

is not possible to use sereens in 

case of double curved glazing. 

Similar to external screens, with 

some adaptations it is possible to 

apply sereens in single curved 

glazing. 

Reflecting profiles are possible to 

apply in every kind of curved 

The reflecting profiles are situated glazing. It should be mentioned 

in the cavity and the function that in case of double curved 

depends on the elevation of the glazing every single profile should 

sun. During the summer the have a unique shape. 

profiles are reflecting direct solar 

radiation. During the winter the 

profiles are deflecting the light of 

the sun [Renckens, 1996]. 

These camera-like shapes are 

introduced by Jean Nouvel in the 

In case of a synclastic curvature, 

this system can be applied; this 

southern façade of the Institut de system is nota possibility in case 

Monde Arab in Paris. The Arabian of antidastic curved glazing. 

world inspired Nouvel to design With adjustments in the design, 

his 'moucharabiehs'. The ciosure 

of the diaphragms is reacting on 

the amount of sunlight 

[Renckens, 1996]. 

for example sliding horizontal of 

vertical in stead of circular, this 

system can be applied to single 

curved glazing. 



Figure 4.34 

Sereens 

Roller shades 

Figure 4.35 

Shutters 

Fi ure 4.36 
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Glare proteetion and sun-shading Similar to external Venetian 

system. blinds and the ones in the cavity, 

this system can only be applied to 

Also indoars Venetian blinds are double curved glazing in fixed 

applied, horizontally and shape. With some adjustments it 

vertically . The variety indoars is can be applied to single curved 

smaller than the variety outdoors, glazing, in fixed and movable 

size of the lamellas is limited and shape. 

most internat systems are 

movable and manual controlled 

[Renckens, 1996]. 

Glare proteetion system. 

Sereens indoars are similar as 

sereens outdoors, vertically 

guided by fences . Internat 

sereens are most applied in office 

buildings and are electrical 

(computer) controlled [Renckens, 

1996]. 

Sun-shading system . 

Roller shades are also vertically 

applied shading systems. The 

difference with sereens is that 

roller blinds are applied in houses 

and mostly manual controlled 

[Renckens, 1996] . 

Sun-shading system. 

Internal shutters are similar to 

the shutters applied outside the 

building [Renckens, 1996]. 

It is possible to use sereens in 

case of horizontally and vertically 

curved glazing. This system can 

not be applied to double curved 

glazing, due to fotd ing problems. 

This system might be applied to 

vertically curved glazing, with 

additional guiding fences. Using it 

in case of horizontally curved and 

double curved is not possible. 

Similar to the external shutters, 

the internat shutters can not be 

used in case of double curved and 

horizontally curved glazing. In 

case of vertically curved glazing 

the roli-down shutter can be 

applied. 
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This overview with glare proteetion and sun-shading systems results in the following concluding table: 

T bi 4 1 Gl a e : t f are pro ec 1on an d h d' sun-s a 1nq systems an d h . I' bT d I t e1r app11ca 11tyto curve g1ass 

Applicable to double Applicable to Applicable to 

curved glazing vertically curved horizontally curved 

qlazinq glazing 

External svstems 

Sunblind No Yes No 

Canopy No Yes No 

Sereens No Yes Yes 

Venetian blinds Only fixed Yes Yes 

Shutters No Onlv roli-down No 

Lattice Yes Yes Yes 

Sun paddies Yes Yes Yes 

Overhang Yes Yes Yes 

Resulting from Yes Yes Yes 

architectvrat design 

Glass systems 

Coatings Yes Yes Yes 

Sun reflecting film No Yes Yes 

Anaular dependent film No Yes Yes 

Dichroic coatinas Yes Yes Yes 

Prints I Enamel coatings Yes Yes Yes 

Photochromic g/ass Yes Yes Yes 

Thermochromic g/ass Yes Yes Yes 

Thermotropie g/ass Yes Yes Yes 

Electrochromic glass Yes Yes Yes 

Liauid crystals Yes Yes Yes 

Gas-chromatic svstems Yes Yes Yes 

S_ystems in the cavitv 

Venetian blinds Only fixed Yes Yes 

Sereens No Yes Yes 

Reflecting profiles Yes Yes Yes 

Diaphraqms No Yes Yes 

Internal svstems 

Venetian blinds Onlv fixed Yes Yes 

Sereens No Yes Yes 

Roller blind No Yes No 

Shutters No Only roli-down No 
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4.4 Glare proteetion and sun-shading systems in case of curved glazing 

In order to determine which system is most suitable to apply to curved glazing, additional criteria are 

laid down to which the system should meet. The following criteria are stated, in order of importance : 

• Regarding the indoor elimate it is preferabie to prevent the heat from entering the building in 

stead of cooling the building. Applying an internal system would allow the heat to enter the 

building, so regarding the indoor elimate it is better to apply an external, a cavity or a glass 

system . 

• It is important that the system is adjustable, either by the users of the building or by the 

system itself. A fixed system would also diminish the amount of daylight entering the building 

at moments this is not desirable. 

• Another criterion is the maintenance of the system. This should not become too complex or too 

expensive. 

• Furthermore is it important that the system has the possibility to manufacture it industrial. 

Systems like fixed Venetian blinds ask for an individual shape of every slat, which means that 

it has to be made by hand. 

• To make a selection, the light transmittance of the system is also important. In elear state it 

should be as high as possible; in shaded state it should be as low as possible. Preferabie is the 

system which also has one or more intermediate states . 

• The costs of a system are also a criterion, mostly important for the commissioner. 

• Another criterion of importance to the commissioner might be whether a system is active or 

passive, in other words whether it should be operated by the users or it is operated by the 

system itself. The positive side of an active system is that the user has the idea of being able 

to control the system which leads to more satisfaction about the room . On the other hand, the 

negative side of an active system is that the user might switch on the system too late, so the 

heat has already entered the room and additional cooling is still necessary. 

In the table on the following page these criteria are evaluated for every system applicable to double 

curved glazing . The glass system with liquid crystals is already exeluded from the list, because this 

system can not be used as an external construction due to the temperature restrictions of liquid 

crystals . 
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Table 4.2: Evaluation of criteria regarding glare proteetion and sun-shading systems applicable to double curved 

qlass 

Q) Ol Q) ...., c re >- Q) ï:: u 
E 

...., u c 
- c - :::l re ·- :0 re ...., 

t: I... u re u 
re c ·.:::: re .Ë 0 Q) 

I... ...., Q) ...., ..... Q) > 0 IJ) ...., IJ) :::l ...., IJ) IJ) > ïii 0 :::l c :::l c .s::. c 
...., 

"0 :0 ·- "0 IJ) ~ IJ) re re Ol re 0 u re c <1: ::E: c E ::i I... u <1: a. .... .... ...., 

External ~sterns 

Fixed Venetian blinds + - - - - - n/a 

Lattice + - - -/+** - + n/a 

Sun paddies + + - - - + A 

Overhang + - - -/+** - - n/a 

Resulting from + - - n/a - - n/a 

architectural design 

Glass systems 

Coatings + - + + - + n/a 

Dichroic coatings + - + + - + n/a 

Prints I Enamel coatings + - + + - + n/a 

Photochromic glass + + + + + - p 

Thermochromic glass + + + + + - p 

Thermotropie glass + + + + + - p 

Electrochromic a/ass + + + + + - A 

Gas-chromatic systems + + + + + - A 

Systems in the cavity 

Fixed Venetian blinds + - + - - - n/a 

Reflecting profiles + -/+ * + - + - p 

Internal systems 

Fixed Venetian blinds - - + - - - n/a 

*Reflecting profiles are physically not adjustable, but as a result of the design their function is depending on the 

position of the sun, which means that this system adjusts during the year 

**The possibility of industrial manufacturing depends on the shape, which might be independent of the shape of the 

building 

From this table can be concluded that the so called switchable systems (photochromic, thermochromic, 

thermotropie and electrochromic glass and gas-chromatic systems) are most suitable for double curved 

glazing. Of these systems the electrochromic glass systems is the system which is most developed. 

Photochromic glass might give problems concerning long-term stability. The systems based on a 

temperature regulation, thermochromic and thermotropie glass, are sun-shading systems, so the glare 

proteetion can not be guaranteed in these systems. Gas-chromatic systems are less developed and 

more expensive than electrochromic systems. 

This results in choosing the electrochromic glass as the best glare proteetion and sun-shading system 

for double curved glass. This system has a light transmittance of 0.5 in clear state and 0.15 in shaded 

state [Hartwig, 2003]. 
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5 Simulation 

5.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter the set-up of the simulation will be explained. The first section something will be told 

about the blob building which is chosen as a reference building for the blob building. In the two 

following sections the construction of the rectangular and the blob model will be pointed out. In the 

last part of this chapter the input parameters in Radiance will be discussed. 

The main objective of the simulation is to compare the daylighting quality in the simulated blob 

building to the daylighting quality in the simulated rectangular building. In chapter 2 is stated that 

daylighting quality in this case is evaluated by the luminanee ratios, the daylight distribution (only in 

case of an overcast sky situation), the glare and the vertical illuminance. These components are 

evaluated individually in the simulations. 

The simulation is performed using the computer program Radiance, which is working on UNIX 

computers. Radiance is a program which analyses and visualises the lighting in a design, daylight as 

well as artificial light. It is based on backward ray-tracing which makes results physically correct. The 

major advantage of Radiance compared to more simple lighting simulation programs is that it has no 

limitations regarding the geometry or the materials [radsite.lbl.gov]. The rectangular building is 

modelled in Radiance, using the Radiance geometry generators. In order to model the blob building, 

there were two options. The first one was to model the blob with one of the radiance geometry 

generators, which demands for a mathematica! description of the surface. The second option was to 

model the blob in a 3D environment and export it to Radiance. Since the only drawings available were 

a floor plan, a section and a 3D constructional drawing coming from an architectural journal, the 

decision was made to model the blob in a 3D computer program. The chosen 3D computer program is 

Rhinoceros, because of its exchangeability with radiance. Rhinoceros is an extensive NURBS-based 

modelling tooi, which also supports polygon meshes and point clouds [www.rhino3d.com]. 

5.2 Simulated blob building 

Chapter 3 shows all blob buildings built in the Netherlands and some examples of blob buildings 

outside the Netherlands. None of these buildings was suitable for doing measurements or making a 

realistic model to simulate in Radiance. Main reason for this was the skin of the blob buildings; some 

had a completely opaque skin, while others were completely transparent. Those façades are less 

interesting, because in case of a completely closed skin, no daylight would enter the building and in 

case of a completely open building daylight would enter of all angles as well in the blob building as in 

the rectangular building, so there would be no reason for a comparison. A combination of open and 

closed was needed to evaluate the difference in daylighting quality between the blob building and the 

rectangular building, which means that something like the skin of a traditional office building would be 

appropriate. The influence of the different positioning of the windows in blob buildings is of interest in 

this project. 

Because no suitable blob building was found, the shape of the used blob building became important. It 

had to be a realistic building, not too large (this would make the modelling more complex) and not too 

small (several windows had to be implemented). Another selection criterion was the complexity of the 

building. In order to do a clear evaluation the complexity of the geometry should not be too high. This 

resulted in choosing the BMW bubble to serve as an example for the modelled blob building. 
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Figures 5.1: BMW bubble Figures 5.2: BMW bubble 

The BMW bubble in Frankfurt is a transparent blob building, designed by ABB Architekten. It is shaped 

like two drops of water, frozen at the moment of melting, which is pointing at the clean energy concept 

introduced at that time at BMW: vehicles using renewable energy. It is a temporary exhibition building, 

designed for the IAA, the International Motor Show, in 1999. The bubble is designed in Rhinoceros and 

is materialised by acrylic glass and an aluminium construction [Franken, 1999]. 

Figure 5.3: Drawing BMW bubble, floor plan Figure 5.4: Drawing BMW bubble, constructional drawing 
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5.3 Constructing the reetangu/ar model 

Based on the floor area (290 m2
) and the volume ( 1585 m3

) of the BMW bubble, the dimensions of the 

rectangular building are determined. This building has a volume of 20x14.5x5.5 m3
, with a surface 

area of 669.5 m 2 • The placement of the windows and skylights in this building is basedon a Canadian 

daylighting guide [PWGSC, 2002]. The Canadian guide was used, because the south of Canada, where 

most cities are situated, is located on the same degree of latitude as the Netherlands. This guide 

contains rules to optimize the amount of daylight entering the core of a rectangular building in order to 

decrease the differences in illuminance levels caused by daylight. The rules described in this guide are 

stated in the following figures [PWGSC, 2002]. 

1/2H H H 1/2H ,. 2H t 
H ,,. 2H 

'I I' 'I' 'I( 'I' 'I n n 

r n J lï I I û 
} H 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6: Skylight placement according to Canadian Daylighting Guide 

Following these rules would result in only one skylight in the whole ceiling due to the high height of the 

upper side of the windows (4 m.) in the model. This would result in an uneven distribution of daylight. 

Applying the floor area and the volume of the blob building to the rectangular building resulted in the 

high height. The figure of the Canadian guide shows a height of more or less 2.5 m., which is more 

realistic. When the height of 2.5 m. would be applied to the rectangular building, six skylights would 

appear in the roof of the rectangular building. 

Figure 5. 7: Light distribution with one skylight 

Basedon [van Santen, 1985] 

Figure 5.8: Light distribution with three skylights 

Basedon [van Santen, 1985] 

The following step was to determine the size of the openings. Three models were made, one with 

openings of 1x1 m 2
, one with openings of 1.5xl.5 m 2 and one with openings of 2x2 m 2

. A basic 

si mulation of these models was made in Radiance in order to determine the illuminance in each model. 

The daylight factor of these models was compared, and the model with openings of 1.5xl.5 m 2 was 

chosen, because of its favourable average daylight factor (see appendix A). This resulted in a total 

window area of 36 m 2
, which is 5.4% of the total skin area. The average daylight factor is 5.04% 

calculated by a grid of measuring points, arranged according to Dutch building legislation, NEN 1891. 

Due to this daylight factor the rectangular building is qualified as well-lit by daylight. 
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Figure 5.9: Grid to calculate average daylight factor 

Figures 5.10 and 5.11: Window and skylight placement in rectangular building 

D D 0 

D D 0 

Figure 5.12: Plan rectangular building Figure 5.13: 3d model rectangular building 
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5.4 Constructing the blob model 

The blob building is modelled in Rhinoceros and is constructed of two ell ipsoids, with flattened lower 

parts. The floor plan and intersections of the model were scaled and compared to the drawings of the 

original blob building in order to use the right geometry. This resulted in a blob with a skin area of 

586.7 m 2
. 

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 : First model blob building 

The following step was to determine the position of the windows in the blob model. Different variants 

of window sizes were evaluated . In appendix B results from the simulation of the variants are shown . 

These studies are performed without reveals present at the windows; the skin of the bubble has no 

thickness. Adding reveals would ask for adjustments of the 3D model in Rhinoceros for every variant, 

which would be time-consuming in order to determine the window sizes. Choosing the variant is based 

on the average daylight factor on a horizontal plane with a height of 1 metre, which is compared to the 

average daylight factor of the rectangular building. A difference of less than 10% in the average 

daylight factor was supposed to be tolerable. 

Figures 5.16 and 5.17: Model bubble without reveals Figures 5.18 and 5.19: Model bubble with reveals 

In the chosen variant reveals were added in the 3D model, which, after simulation in Radiance, turned 

out to have a decreasing influence on the average daylight factor. The average daylight factor turned 

out to be 1.4% lower than in the situation without reveals. Another variant was chosen, based on the 

simulation results without the reveals, and modelled in Rhinoceros with reveals. This resulted in an 

average daylight factor of 5.58% with a window area of 37.7 m 2
, which is 6.4% of the totalskin area . 
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Figure 5.20: Grid to calculate average daylight factor 

Figures 5.22 and 5.23: Final model bubble 
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5.5 Input parameters 

In order to perfarm a simulation in Radiance it is necessary to define materials and skies next to the 

geometry. 

In the simulations of the blob and the rectangular building, the reflectance and transmittance of the 

materials are the same: reflectance of the wall and ceiling 0.7, reflectance of the floor 0.3 and 

transmittance of the openings of 0.8. The transmittance of the glazing is converted into a 

transmissivity, used as input parameter in Radiance, using the following formula [radsite.lbl.gov]: 

t = ~0.8402528435 + o.oon522239 . crj - o.9166530661 

n 0.0036261119 - T 
n 

A transmittance of 0.8 means a transmissivity of 0 .87. The material files can be found in appendix C2. 

Different ski es were used during the simulation . The first is the CIE overcast sky. Other simulations 

were performed under a sunny sky with sun, on different times and days during the year. On the 21 51 

of March, the 2151 of June and the 21 51 of December, every of these days on 9 am, 12 pm, 2 pm and 5 

pm. Examples of these filescan be found in the appendix. 

With the Radiance program Trad, which is a graphical interface, the simulations are performed. The 

input files to this program are the geometry, material and sky files. Trad compiles an actree file of 

these files, which is used as a structure for the ray-tracing process. Other important input parameters 

are the views to be rendered and parameters to define the render quality (stated in the appendix: 

.opt-file) [radsite.lbl.gov]. 

The views to be rendered are determined by looking at the function of the room, the exhibition 

function, and the interest of the view at a certain position (openings present or not present in the 

view) . Based on the knowledge of the visual field (see chapter 2) camparabie viewpoints are 

determined in the rectangular building and the bubble . The viewpoint ciosest to the façade (P3) is 

placed at a distance of 2 metre, the minimum distance to look at a piece of art at the wall [Neufert, 

2000]. The other viewpoints (P1 and P2) are determined on what objects are in the visual field in the 

large part of the bubble. Based on the length of the room, these positions are scaled in proportion to 

the small part of the bubble and the rectangular building. In the bubble two times three positions were 

chosen in order to look at the differences in the size of the openings. 
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Figure 5.24: Viewpoints rectangular building, plan Figure 5.25: Viewpoints rectangular building, sectien 

\ 

I I 
Figure 5.26: Viewpoints rectangular building, plan Figure 5.27: Viewpoints rectangular building, sectien 

Finally a simulation is performed with electrochromic glass in an overcast sky situation and a situation 

with sunny sky with sun on the 2l't of March at 12 pm. This glass has a light transmittance of 0.5 in 

clear state and 0.15 in shaded state [Hartwig, 2003]. This results in a transmissivity of 0.55 and 0.16 . 
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6 Radiance simulation results 

6.1 Introduetion 

Running the simulations in Radiance resulted in basic Radiance images (figure 6.1). With the falsecolor 

cammand these basic images are converted to illuminance and luminanee contour line images (figures 

6 .2 and 6 .3) and daylight factor colour images (the latter only in case of the simulation with the 

overcast sky). In the luminanee pictures the minimum and maximum values are stated by using the -e 

option. The illuminance and luminanee images for all simulated situations can be seen in appendices 

03 and 04. 

Figure 6.1: Rad ia nee result Figure 6.2: Illuminance image Figure 6.3: Luminanee image 

Luminances are also calculated by using the pvalue command. Using pvalue results in the RGB-values 

for every pixel in the image. These RGB-values are used for calculating the luminance, using the 

following formula [www.learn.londonmet.ac.uk/learnix]: 

L = (0.265 · R + 0.67 · G + 0.065 · 8) · 179 

The resulting imagescan be found in appendix D: an overview of the model in each situation (Dl), an 

image stating the illuminance in the horizontal plane (02), the illuminance (03) and the luminanee 

(04) from the different views. The calculated luminances can be found in appendix E, including the 

points on which they are calculated. 

In this chapter in some paragraphs symbols are used to explain whether the results of the overcast 

sky simulation are discussed or the results of the sunny sky with sun simulation. The overcast sky is 

indicated by a cloud and the sunny sky with sun by a sun. 
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6.2 Day/ight distribution 

The daylight distribution is only determined in the situation with the overcast sky. In the following 

daylight factor colour images it can be seen that the bubble has a more even colour distribution which, 

means that the range of the daylight factor is smaller than the range of the daylight factor in the 

rectangular building. 

Figure 6.4: Daylight factor rectangular building Figure 6.5: Daylight factor bubble 

This statement is endorsed by calculating the illuminances. In case of the rectangular building, the 

average illuminance is 503.9 lux at a free field illuminance of 10000 lux. The minimum value of the 

illuminance in this case is 127.7 lux. This results in a daylight distribution factor of 0.25. 

In case of the bubble, the average illuminance is 558.0 lux at a free field illuminance of 10000 lux. The 

minimum illuminance in this case is 264.1 lux. This results in a daylight distribution factor of 0.47. 

Figure 6.6: Illuminance rectangular building Figure 6. 7: !I luminanee bubble 

This indicates that daylight is more evenly distributed in the bubble. It does not meet the demands for 

uniformity for artificial lighting of 0.7, but as stated in chapter 2.3 it does not have to meet this 

demand. lt can be concluded that the daylight distribution in the bubble is considerably better than the 

daylight distribution in the rectangular building. What can beseen in the figures above is that in the 

rectangular building the corners are the probiernatie areas of the building, even though the Canadian 

daylighting guide is foliowed in the determination of the openings. This guide is formulated to optimize 

the daylight entrance and diminish the differences in illuminance levels, soit can be concluded that the 

daylight entrance in the rectangular building is optimized. However, this is not sufficient to come up to 

the daylight distribution in the bubble. 
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6.3 Glare 

The requirements regarding glare are 3900 cd/m2 as stated in chapter 2.3. 

In the CIE overcast sky situation the maximum luminanee does not exceed this limit; this 

can be seen in appendix El. This calculated situation is based on an iltuminance in the 

free field of 10000 lux . In the figure below can be seen that this situation 70% of the time occurs in 

the Netherlands. The maximum luminanee found in an overcast sky condition with a free field 

iltuminance of 10000 lux is on the skylight in the bubble in position bl, where luminanee is 2781 

cd/m 2
• Recalculating this to the requirement of 3900 cd/m 2

, using the relation between the luminanee 

and the iltuminance, results in an iltuminance in the free field of 14024 lux. 50% of the time the free 

field illuminance is exceeding this value (see figure 6.8). The maximum luminanee in the rectangular 

building in position 1 is 2611 cd/m 2 at a free field iltuminance of 10000 lux . This leads to a free field 

illuminance of 14937 lux, when the luminanee is transposed to 3900 cd/m 2
. 

1 
" ' 
~ ~~~~~~~~-~· 

Figure 6.8: Free field illuminance on different latitudes 

It can be seen in appendix El that the maximum luminanee in the situations with a sunny sky 

with sun regularly exceeds the limit of 3900 cd/m2
, these are the grey-shaded values in the 

appendix . In this table also the place of the maximum luminanee is mentioned. In the north facing 

positions (viewpoints of the rectangular building and viewpoints B of the bubble) almost all maximum 

values are caused by an internal reflection on the wall or floor or by a reflection on the reveal. There 

are a few exceptions in different positions on the 21 st of June at 9 am. This time of the year is causing 

a high sky luminance, which is observed through the window . It is subscribed by the calculated 

luminances of the sky seen through the windows in these positions that the reflections are causing the 

high luminances. Nevertheless, none of these calculated values exceed the maximum requirement in 

the north-facing positions, which can be seen in appendix E3, due to the choice of the points on which 

the luminanee is determined. So it can be concluded that in general, with exception of the early 

summer day, the sky is not directly causing glare in this positions, but that glare is present, caused by 

reflections on internal constructions (wall or floor) or on reveals . 

1 

The maximum luminances in the bubble positions A, which is facing south, are exceeding 3900 

cd/m 2 in almost all simulations. Only the viewpoint ciosest to the window is not causing glare 

in some situations, especially during the winter. One conspicuous value should be mentioned: 
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700358264 cd/m2 in position a3 on the 21 st of March at 9 am. In this position on this time the viewer is 

looking direct into the sun, which is causing really high luminances in a small area of the window. 

Looking at the calculated values, it should be mentioned that the exceeding of the requirement is 

occurring especially in the situations at 9 am and 12 pm, which is caused by the chosen window (with 

a south southeast view direction) in combination with the path of the sun . Depending on the height of 

the sun, the glare is noticed in position al, a2 and/or a3. It can be expected that the windows with a 

view direction south southwest are causing glare at 2 pm and 5 pm. These exceedings are due to the 

brightness of the sun. 

6.3.1 Comparing luminances seen through the windows 

Comparing luminances for the north facing positions in the bubble and the rectangular 

building, it can be concluded that in the situation with the overcast sky the viewer in the 

bubble experiences a higher luminanee looking through the upper window than the viewer in the 

rectangular building looking through the skylight. The explanation for this lies in the combination of the 

angle at which the viewer is looking towards the sky (figures 6.9 and 6.10) and the luminanee 

distribution of the overcast sky (the luminanee in top is three times higher than the luminanee at the 

horizon) . 
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Figure 6.9: Angle at which the viewer is looking towards Figure 6 .10 : Angle at which the viewer is looking 

the sky in the rectangular building in pos. 1 towards the sky in the bubble in pos . b1 

In the overcast sky situation the sky luminances seen through the lower window are in the bubble 

lower than the sky luminances seen through the window in the rectangular building. This also has to 

do with the luminanee distribution and the angle at which the viewer is looking at the sky . In the 

rectangular building a higher part of the sky is visible. (Figures 6.11- 6.14) 

Pa2 

Figure 6.11: Angle at which the viewer is looking Figure 6 .12 : Angle at which the viewer is looking 

towards the sky in the rectangular building in pos. 1 towards the sky in the bubble in pos. bl 
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Pal Pa2 

Figure 6.13: Angle at which the viewer is looking Figure 6.14: Angle at which the viewer is looking 

towards the sky in the rectangular building in pos. 1 towards the sky in the bubble in pos. b1 

The comparison between the different situations with the sunny sky with sun is less univocal. 

,., This has to do with the luminanee distribution, which is more complex and changing with day 

and time. Concerning the sky luminances seen through the lower window can be stated that in 

positions 2 and 3 these values are higher in case of the bubble; the differences between these 

luminances exceed the 10% accuracy Radiance has, which means that the difference is of importance. 

A similar trend is noticed in position 1, only these differences are between 5% and 10%, so they are 

not completely valuable. But in combination with the knowledge of the higher sky luminances seen 

through the lower window in the bubble in positions 2 and 3, it can be said that in this position the sky 

luminances seen through the lower window are very likely to be higher too. The only deviating value 

can be noticed at the 21 51 of December at 5 pm. This is most likely to be caused by the sunset which is 

occurring or already has occurred at that time and causes an unpredictable luminanee distribution, 

which is a known problem in Radiance. Since a lower part of the sky is visible through the lower 

window of the bubble (figures 6.11-6.14), it can be concluded that the luminanee of the sunny sky is 

higher at a lower position, most likely for every moment of the year, si nee the most extreme situations 

(21 51 of June and 21 51 of December) and the exact intermediate situation (21 51 of March) are looked at. 

Concerning the sky luminances seen through the upper window/ skylight, no trend can be discovered 

in these differences. Most of the luminances are higher in case of the rectangular building, but not all, 

and these differences are usually below the 10% accuracy limit of Radiance . In this situation the 

simulation of the 21 51 of December at 5 pm is conspicuous again. 

6.3.2 Camparing luminances on the wall 

Looking at the luminances on the wall a more complex distribution of the differences is 

discovered. Approximately half of them lies within the 10% accuracy range of Radiance [Ward 

Larson & Shakespeare, 2003], so no valuable statements can be made concerning these differences. 

Looking at the differences outside the 10% range, it can be said that in most cases the luminances on 

the walt of the rectangular building are higher than the luminances on the skin of the bubble. The only 

exceptions are the situation on the 21'1 of December at 2 pm, where the luminances on the skin of the 

bubble are higher as welt as one luminanee on the same day at 12 pm. Looking at the 21'1 of June and 

the 21 51 of March, it can be concluded that all differences of importance are the result of a higher 

luminanee on the wall of the rectangular building. 

Concluding this comparison, it can be said that the sky luminances seen through the lower 

window are higher in the bubble and the luminances on the walt are, when the difference 

exceeds the 10% accuracy range, in most situations higher in the rectangular building. The differences 

in the sky luminances seen through the skylight/upper window are too small to do a valuable 

statement. 
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6.4 Luminanee ratios 

The requirement concerning the luminanee ratios is a maximum of 1 :30 (chapter 2). As stated in 

chapter 2 it is important to look at the luminanee ratios on the transition of window and wall. In order 

to do so, points are defined to determine the luminanee of that specific point . Depending on the viewer 

position, between five and eleven points are defined. The luminanee is determined in the middle of 

each window, on the window close to the window frame and on the wall close to the window frame 

(next to the befare mentioned point) . Also on two position between the two lower windows the 

luminanee is determined, one position on eye level and one position on the height of the centre line of 

bath windows. Luminances are determined from an image based on a cylindrical view. In the figure 

below these points are stated for the Pal position in the bubble, other points can be found in the 

appendix E2. The calculated luminanee ratios can be found in appendix E4, and the calculated 

luminances are stated in appendix E3. 

1-11 : points on whieh the luminanee is ealeulated 

A-C: luminanee ratio is determined on this position 

Figure 6 .15 : Points to ealeulate luminanee and luminanee ratios 

It can beseen that in most situations the luminanee ratios do nat exceed the maximum of 1:30. It 

does exceed 1 :30 in the overcast sky conditions as well in the bubble as in the rectangular building. 

This is mainly caused by relatively low luminances on the wall. In the situation with the overcast sky 

these values are approximately 50 cd/m2 while in the different situations on the 21st of June and the 

21 st of March these va lues are 100 cd/m 2 at least. In the situations on the 21 st of December a higher 

value than 1:30 might occur in the bubble, especially on the view position facing south. Th is a lso has 

to do with relatively low luminances on the wall. In one situation a higher value than 1:30 also occurs 

in the bubble facing south, at the 21st of March at 9 am, which can be ascribed to the conspicuous high 

sky luminanee seen through the window due to the sun (explained in the foregoing paragraph) . 

Also explained in the foregoing paragraph are the differences in the luminances which sametimes seem 

to occur between calculated luminanee and the maximum luminanee stated in the radiance luminanee 

image on the same window. These higher maximum values were caused by reflections on the reveals. 

These higher luminances might cause a luminanee ratio exceeding the maximum of 1 :30 . For example 

on position 1 in the rectangular building on the 21't of March at 12 pm, the maximum sky luminanee 

seen through the skylight is 11723 cd/m2
. The calculated value on the border of the same skylight is 

848 cd/m2
. The luminanee on the ceiling is 243 cd/m2

. This resulted in a luminanee ratio of 1:3 .5 . The 

luminanee ratio between the reveal and the adjacent ceiling is 1:48.2, so this is exceeding the 

maximum requirement . 
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6.4.1 Camparing luminanee ratios 

::fl-i . When the luminanee ratios in the rectangular building and the bubble, in the positions facing 

,~.. north, are compared, it can be concluded that in general in a situation with sunny sky with sun 

the luminanee ratios in the bubble are higher than the luminanee ratios in the rectangular building. 

This is most evident in case of the lowest opening . This difference is caused by higher sky luminances 

seen through the window of the bubble and slightly lower luminances on the wall of the bubble. 

In the situation with the overcast sky, looking at the upper window, the luminanee ratios 

are lower in the rectangular building, caused by a lower luminanee on the window. 

Looking at the lower window, the luminanee ratios are similar in positions 1 and 2, and higher in the 

rectangular building in position 3. This is caused by a considerably higher luminanee of the sky seen 

through the window. This can be explained from the different angles on which is looked through the 

window towards the sky and the differences in luminanee this is causing in combination with the 

luminanee distribution ofthe different skies (see figures 6.13 and 6.14). 
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6.5 Vertical Illuminance 

In appendix D3 the Radiance images are displayed regarding the illuminance from the different 

viewpoints. It can be seen that in an overcast sky situation the light distribution on the wall has a 

small Iapse. In the situations with sunny sky with sun there are reflections of direct sunlight in almost 

every situation. These reflections occur on the wall and on the floor, but even the reflections on the 

floor cause a capricious Iapse of the illuminance on the wall, as can beseen in figure 6.17. 

Figure 6.16: Overcast sky, rectangular building, pos 2 Figure 6.17: 21'' of June, 2 pm, rectangular building, 

pos 2 

What also can be seen in appendix D3 is that the reflections in the rectangular building are less 

complex, they are easier to predict, and that the Iapse of the illuminance on the wall in the bubble is 

more capricious. This is shown in the following figures, in which two examples are stated; the first one 

containing an image from a viewpoint of the rectangular building, the second one containing an image 

from a viewpoint of the bubble at the same time. 

Figure 6.18: 21'' of March, 9 am, rectangular building, Figure 6.19: 21st of March, 9 am, bubble, pos b2 (facing 

pos 2 south) 

It can be concluded that considering the vertical illuminance both buildings are not suitable for 

exhibitions of paintings and other art objects that are placed on the wall, because the reflections of the 

sun will cause problems. 
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6.6 Day/ighting quality 

In the previous paragraphs are all the aspects (as stated in chapter 2) of the daylighting quality 

discussed . The results are stated in table 6.1, in which the + sign is the building with a positive 

outcome regarding that criteria and the - sign is the building with a more negative result. Regarding 

the glare 1 luminanee a subdivision is made in the upper window, the lower window and the wall. In 

case of the upper and lower window a + sign means a lower luminance, while in case of the wall a + 

sign means a higher luminance. 

Table 6.1: Dayliqhtinq qua ity 

Rectangular building Bubble 

Facing north Facing north 

Daylight distribution Overcast skv - + 

Glare I Luminance* Overcast skv U:+ L:- W:+ U:- L:+ W: -

Sunny sky with sun U:O L:+ W:+ U:O L:- W:-

Overcast sky 0 0 
Luminanee ratios 

Sunny sky with sun + -

Vertical illuminance 0 0 

* in this comparison a difference is made between the upper window (U), the lower window (L) and the wall (W) 

The condusion is that none of the buildings is better than the other one regarding daylighting quality, 

but there are differences between the daylighting criteria. 
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6.7 Electrochromic glass 

The simulations with electrochromic glass are performed in two situations, one with the overcast sky 

and one with a sunny sky with sun, on the 21st of March at 12 pm. In appendix F these results of the 

can be found, as well in shaded condition as in transparent condition. To complete the comparison, 

also the results from the original simulations are stated in this appendix. At first the results of the 

overcast sky simuiatien will be discussed, foliowed by the results of the simuiatien with the sunny sky. 

In appendix F1 can be seen that the daylight distribution is similar, this could be 

expected, but the amount of light entering is different. In the following table the average 

illuminance on the horizontal plane is given for every situation . 

Ta bi 6 2 A e : îl verage 1 h h um1nance on t e I I 'h onzonta p1ane w1t f ld îl a ree 1e 1 ummance o f 10000 I u x 

Original situation Electrochromic glass - Electrochromic glass -

Transmittance 0.8 transparent closed 

Transmittance 0.5 Transmittance 0.15 

Rectanoular buildino 503.9 lux 301.2 lux 77.1 lux 

Bubble 558 .0 lux 337.0 lux 87.4 lux 

1t can be seen that the amount of light entering the building is less in case of electrochromic glass, 

even when the system is transparent. The qualification concerning the daylighting situation of the 

building is moderately lit instead of well lit by daylight in the original situation. This is the result of the 

lower transmittance. When the system is switched on, the building is even qualified as being dark. In 

both situations additional artificial light is necessary. Another salution can be the enlargement of the 

window area of the buildings in order to light the buildings with daylight. 

Similar to the original situation with the overcast sky with a free field illuminance of 10000 lux, in the 

situations with electrochromic glass no luminanee is exceeding the 3900 cd/m2 . The maximum sky 

luminances are all found seen through the windows or through the sky lights. 1t can be seen in 

appendix F5 that the electrochromic glass even in transparent situation already significantly diminishes 

the amount of I ight entering the building. 

The luminanee ratios in an overcast sky situation are al most all exceeding the 1:30 limit. The sky 

luminances seen through the windows are diminishing in the situations with the electrochromic glass, 

but also the luminances on the wall are diminishing, which results in similar luminanee ratios. Since 

the illuminance on the horizontal plane asks for additional artificial light, the luminances on the wall 

will increase, which might decrease the luminanee ratios, even below the limit of 1:30. 

Concluding from the illuminance images is the vertical illuminance distribution on the wall more or less 

even. But as stated in paragraph 6.5 problems with internat reflections might occur when the sun is 

shining. This is examined in the simuiatien with electrochromic glass on the 21'1 of March at 12 pm. 
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It can be seen in the situation on the 21 st of March that the electrochromic glass in closed 

state is solving the problems with glare. Appendix F4 shows the maximum luminances in the 

original situation, the situation with transparent electrochromic glass and the situation with closed 

electrochromic glass. The electrochromic glass in transparent state is already diminishing the glare, 

but problems with glare are still occurring. With a maximum luminanee of 2372 cd/m 2 the 

electrochromic glassin closed state is solving the glare problems in all situations. 

Regarding the luminanee ratios problems start to occur when electrochromic glass is applied. By 

decreasing the transmittance of the glass the luminanee ratios are increased. In the situation with 

transparent electrochromic glass the limit of 1:30 is exceeded once, in the situation with closed 

electrochromic glass this happens in more situations, but all exceedings are occurring in the bubble 

viewpoints facing south. The explanation for this is that the sky luminanee is decreasing relatively less 

than the luminances on the wall. The luminanee on the wall is decreasing more, because the windows 

which are not causing problems with glare are shaded too in the simulation, which decreases the 

amount of light entering the building . The problems with too high luminanee ratios will be solved if not 

all windowsare shaded or if additional artificial lighting is applied. 

It can be seen in appendix F2 that, similar to the overcast sky situation, the vertical illuminance is 

more even in the situation with closed electrochromic glass, but bright spots are still occurring on the 

wal I. The luminanee of these spots is not exceeding the limit of 3900 cd/m2
, but is perceptible. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 

7.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter the conclusions and recommendations are discussed. The conclusions are divided into 

two paragraphs, one regarding the daylighting quality and one regarding glare proteetion and sun

shading systems. In the recommendations possible further research is pointed out as well as some 

recommendations towards designers concerning daylighting quality and glare proteetion and sun

shading in building with curved façades. 

7.2 Conc/usions regarding day/ighting quality 

The first objective of this thesis was to get an overview of the consequences of glazing in buildings 

with curved façades concerning the visual comfort in the room. In order to do so, visual comfort was 

described by the daylighting quality, which in case of exhibition rooms consists of four evaluation 

criteria: the daylight distribution, glare, the luminanee ratios, and the vertical illuminance. These 

evaluation criteria are looked at in a rectangular building and in a building with curved façades, the 

bubble. 

Concerning the daylight distribution, the bubble gets a more even distribution than the rectangular 

building, 0.47 against 0 .25 . 

Regarding glare, it can be seen that in an overcast sky situation with a free field illuminance of 10000 

lux no glare occurs. Extrapolation of these values shows that glare might occur at a free field 

illuminance of 14024 lux in the bubble and of 14937 lux in the rectangular building; these free field 

illuminances are exceeded about 50% of the time. In a situation of sunny sky with sun glare occurs, in 

both north-facing positions. The maximum luminances are mostly caused by internal reflections on the 

wall or floor of by external reflections on the reveal. It can be seen that in all north-facing positions 

none of the calculated sky luminances exceeds the requirement of 3900 cd/m 2
• When the calculated 

sky luminances are compared for the sunny sky with sun, it can be concluded that the differences in 

the sky luminances seen through the upper window/sky light are too small to do a valuable statement. 

Also concluded is that the sky luminances seen through the lower window are higher in the bubble and 

the luminances on the wall are higher in the rectangular building . Regarding the overcast sky, looking 

through the upper window causes a higher sky luminanee in the bubble, but in case of the lower 

window this is the reverse: a higher luminanee is perceived in the rectangular building. Regarding the 

wall, the luminances are higher in the rectangular building, which especially can be seen in the point 

on between the windows on eye level. 

Concerning the luminanee ratios, in most cases this does not exceed the maximum of 1: 30; this only 

happens under an overcast sky condition and sametimes during the 21st of December. This mainly has 

to do with the relatively low luminances on the wall. Camparing both buildings, it can be said that in 

the situations with the sunny sky with sun the luminanee ratios in general are higher in the bubble 

than in the rectangular building, which suggests that, if it happens, in the bubble the requirement will 

be exceeded earlier than in the rectangular building. In the overcast sky situation this is depending on 

the viewpoint and the window. Some luminanee ratios are higher in the bubble, while other luminanee 

ratios are higher in the rectangular building. 

The vertical illuminance appears to be a complex evaluation parameter in both buildings. Internal 

reflections are causing bright spots on both windows and a capricieus distribution of the illuminance. 
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These conclusions are summarised in the following table, in which the + sign is the building with a 

positive outcome regarding that criteria and the - sign is the building with a more negative result. 

Table 7.1: Davliqhtinq quality_ 

Rectangular building Bubble 

Facinq north Facinq north 

Dayliqht distribution Overcast skv - + 

Glare I Luminanee Overcast skv U:+ L:- W:+ U:- L:+ W:-

values * Sunny sky with sun U:O L:+ W:+ U:O L:- W:-

Luminanee ratios 
Overcast sky 0 0 

Sunnv sky with sun + -
Vertical illuminance 0 0 

* in this comparison a difference is made between the upper window {U), the lower window (L) and the wall (W) 

It can be seen that there is no building that is significantly better than the other one regarding 

daylighting quality . lt is depending on the importance of the different criteria, which one should be 

preferred . 

7.3 Conc/usions regarding g/are proteetion and sun-shading systems 

The second objective was to find a way to suppress brightness in a building with curved glazing in an 

architectural acceptable way. In chapter 4 all ex isting systems are shortly described and by using 

evaluation criteria, the most suitable systems are selected (table 4 .2), which are the so-called 

switchable systems. Of these systems the electrochromic glass was chosen to be the best glare 

proteetion and sun-shading systems to apply in case of double curved glass. This system is 

implemented in the Radiance simulation, using the overcast sky situation, and evaluated by using the 

four daylighting quality criteria. 

The results of the si mulation show that the amount of light entering the building significantly decreases 

compared to the original situation . When the electrochromic glass is in the transparent condition the 

buildings are qualified as being moderately lit in an overcast sky situation, while in shaded condition 

the qualification is dark. In the overcast sky situation with a free field illuminance of 10000 lux the 

requirement concerning glare is not exceeded, but this is also the case in the original simulation. 

Si mi lar to the original simulation, the luminanee ra ti os are al most all exceeding 1:30, due to the 

decrease of the luminances on the wall, so the electrochromic glass does not solve this problem. From 

the results of the simulation on the 21't of March at 12 pm can be concluded that electrochromic glass 

in shaded state does solve the problems with glare, but also is causing problems regarding the 

luminanee ratios in the bubble viewpoints facing south. Regarding the vertical illuminance can be 

concluded that the illuminance distribution on the wall is more even in the situations with 

electrochromic glass, but bright spots on the wall are still occurring. 
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7.4 Recommendations 

It can beseen that the different placement of windows causes differences in the daylighting quality. In 

a building with curved façades this is an opportunity that should be used by the architect. Problems 

with glare caused by reflection on the reveals can be prevented by different placement of the north

facing windows or different placement of the reveals, so that the sun does not directly shine on the 

reveals (figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3). In other words, the windows should be placed under a different 

angle. 

Figure 7.1: Reflection on reveal into Figure 7.2: Angle under which the Figure 7.3: Angle under which the 

the room window could be placed to prevent reveal could be placed to prevent 

indirect glare caused by reflections indirect glare caused by reflections 

Another salution is to increase the absorption factor of the reveal and decrease the reflectance by 

using a different material or a different colour. This could be an interesting subject for additional 

research: at what absorption factor is the glare, caused by reflections on the reveal, diminished to an 

acceptable level, which is below 3900 cd/m 2
• 

Another problem in the north-facing positions is the exceeding of the 1:30 luminanee ratio in an 

overcast sky situation and in the situation on the 2151 of December. The simulation with electrochromic 

glass indicates that this kind of glare proteetion does not solve this problem, because the luminanee on 

the wall is also decreasing. The salution to this problem is to increase the luminances on the wall by 

using artificial light. By increasing luminances on the wall and unchanged luminances on the window, 

the luminanee ratios are decreasing. 

Regarding the other than north-facing windows, glare can not be solved by using one of the previous 

solutions. Decreasing the reflectance of the reveals might diminish the amount of times glare occurs, 

but in these window positions glare caused by high sky luminances is also occurring, so a glare 

proteetion device is necessary. Applying these systems is more complicated than applying glare 

proteetion and sun-shading systems in rectangular buildings. In rectangular buildings automatic 

systems are aften used to shade one or two sides of the building when glare occurs, for example the 

east oriented façade during the morning or the west oriented façade during the afternoon. In case of 

buildings with curved façades, this is aften not possible, due to the different orientation and different 

angle of the windows. For example in the bubble, when one of the upper windows asks for a shading 

device, the lower window with the same orientation, but a different angle might not need the shading. 
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The solution to this problem is the introduetion of different shading scenarios fora different time of the 

day and different times of the year; in a certain shading scenario only a group of windows with a 

certain orientation is shaded instead of all windows with the same orientation. For example in the 

bubble at 11 am in the winter the lower and middle window with the orientation southeast are shaded, 

while in the summer at 11 am the middle and upper window with the same orientation are shaded. In 

figures 7.3 and 7.4 these different scenarios are stated by the red coloured windows . 

Figure 7.4: Scenario winter 11 am Figure 7.5: Scenario summer 11 am 

Th is solution asks for further research regarding the presence of glare on different times of the year on 

different positions and how often this occurs. This research could result in a guideline for designers 

regarding these shading scenarios, with for example a different scenario for every month, depending 

on the orientation of the window and the angle in relation to the horizon . In a radial diagram can be 

indicated what area should be shaded at what time, with an indication of the frequency when shading 

is necessary. This should be a valuable tooi for designers too, during the design phase of a project, not 

only for the technician implementing the shading scenarios to the glare proteetion and sun-shading 

system. An external photometer should determine whether it is necessary to switch on the shading 

scenario. 

Also regarding the glare proteetion and sun-shading systems some recommendations can be made. 

Further research is necessary in order to implement the use of curved glazing in the manufacturing 

procedures of the different switchable systems. In this thesis is only looked at whether a system might 

have the opportunity to be applied to double curved glazing, less attention is paid to the question how 

this exactly has to happen. Furthermore is the industry of glare proteetion and sun-shading systems a 

field in which new products are constantly developed and in which other products are improved. These 

developments are not only coming from the industry itself, but also the chemica! development of 

materials plays an important role. The developments regarding some switchable systems are still 

continuing. Since the proposed switchable systems are pretty expensive, it should be interesting to 

evaluate developments on their applicability to double curved glazing. An interesting system to follow 

is the photochromic glass, which currently has problems with long-term stability, but as soon as these 

problems are dealt with, this system will become very interesting for buildings with curved façades, 

although the costs of this system are high too. Shading scenarios are not necessary any more, when 

photochromic glasscan be applied. 

Finally a recommendation for designers, and I am not the first who is saying this, and it is especially 

addressed to designers involved in projects concerning buildings with curved façades: look out of your 

window, enjoy the daylight, but remember ... daylight can cause a lot of problems, which are more 

easily to solve if they are perceived in an early stage. 
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